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Introduction
Compendium of Best Practices in Social Inclusion was created as an outcome of the partnership cooperation within the project CLOSER, supported by the ERASMUS+ Programme (2015-2017). It´s aim is
to showcase projects in the project partner contries – France, Georgia, Italy, Slovakia and Spain, which
contribute to social inclusion of marginalised target groups and to inspire other organisations and persons involved in this area.
The projects were selected on a basis of common critera, such as sustainability, long-term impact,
transferability, innovation and involvement of young people. All projects are published on the project
web-site www.socialinclusion.info.
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ENGLISH ACCESS
MICROSCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAMME
The governmental programme “Civic
service” offers an opportunity of volunteering for young people between 18 to
25 years in order to allow them to identify
and develop a personal project as well as
some soft skills and technical skills that
can be useful for their professional path.
Civic service is supposed to be accessible to all, yet it requires a lot of autonomy,
and self-confidence. Some young people
need to be offered the opportunity of a
civic service along with a specific tutoring and frameworks in order to make the
most of their volunteering experience.
The 9-month Access programme combines a community-based service volunteer program (16 hours per week) and English
nglish classes
(10 hours per week) in a very pragmatic and motivating
way in 2016-17. This training leads to a one-month immersive experience in the U.S.A. The participants are
brought to a mix of theory and practice, they learn in a
combined formal and informal way to get the most benefits from their experience.

Exhibition and meeting with the photographer Sandra Calligaro

From November 9, 2016:
- English classes (10 hours/week) will take place at
CRIJ (Youth Regional Information Center) where the
participants have free access to computers and Internet;
- Voluntary service in the community (16 hours/week)
- Various activities linked with the American culture,
such as, film, theater, artistic events.

Plan of the programme: November 4–6, 2016: introductory period (team building)

Artistic wander around downtown Marseille
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Beneficiaries of the project:
18 young people aged 16-20 years old, who have
dropped out of school and are living in sensible areas of
Marseille.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“ACCESS is a means for our target group to
develop English skills along with social, civic and
team work skills. The goal is to have them do,
experiment, see something different from their
routine, and to give them some basic skills in English. The civic service is a way to develop some
professional skills, to make a first step into the
labor market and to help them integrate better by
starting a professional network.”
Helene, Access Project Manager

Project promoter:
Eurocircle, a European NGO since 2006, was founded
in 1993 in Berlin. It develops and carries out transnational projects, specialized in the international mobility
of young people. These projects are designed to foster
the European citizenship based on the values of intercultural tolerance, equality, peace, ecology and solidarity. The project is co-funded by the American Consulate in Marseille (the English part of the programme)
and the Préfecture of Marseille and surroundings (the
civic service).

“I loved the movie. I wish I had it to watch it again”
Elodie, 16 years old Access student
Movie: “Dawn by law”, Jim Jarmush, 1986
“I liked this walk, because I like absurd humor and
M. Gallowas really passionate by his story. It was
really fun and I’m pretty happy to remember
his story when I walk across the neighborhood
of the Bernardines”
Solenn, 20 years old Access student
Artistic wander around downtown Marseilles

Place:
Marseilles
More information:
www.eurocircle.info
www.exchanges.state.gov/non-us/EnglishAccess
www.bouches-du-rhone.gouv.fr

“Yesterday we were with Jean Michel Dissard at
the museum of History of Marseille. Jean-Michel
is the filmmaker of the documentary film: “I learn
America“. We were around a table to discuss
about the film. I realized that I have the same
story than one of the teenager in the movie:
Brandon. When he was a child his mother left him
in Guatemala to go to America. After he crossed
the desert to see his mother again.”
Mathilde, 20 years old Access student
Meeting with Jean-Michel Dissard Film Director
and David, photographer
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RÊVE ET RÉALISE -DREAM,
DO AND ACHIEVE
Rêve et Réalise is another way to adapt and transform
the governmental programme of “civic service”, which
grows at a very impressive rate in France these past
few years, and optimize its quality, impact and outputs.
Unicité offers young people an 8-month project, managed by an experimented coordinator able to advise,
teach and train all young people in all the steps of their
project. The project is open to every young person (regardless of qualification and competences) whith high
motivation and the idea and willingness to develop
a project with a soliarity scope .
The nature of the project is up to the volunteers.
As they apply to the programme “rêve et réalise”,
they have to submit an original idea with a draft of
plan to achieve it over 8 months. They are selected
according to their motivation and the accuracy of their
project draft.
The coordinator gives courses about project writing,
budget, communication, evaluation. Each young person
is supported by a Mentor/ Entrepreneur who brings expertise and professional network. Young people meet
the coordinator on a regular basis in a collective workspace where they can work freely from their place and
go to meetings.
During the 6th month, all young people are “challenging
their project” in front of a jury of experts and mentors to
explain their achievements and difficulties and receive
advice and help if necessary.

Place:
Paris, Grenoble, Lille, Nantes, Bordeaux, La Rochelle,
Poitiers, Toulouse, Strasbourg and Marseille
More information:
www.reve-realise.fr

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Many young people lack self-confidence because unperforming at school (or family
issues) put them down and make them feel they
can’t bring anything to the society.
The objective of this program is to show them
they can be change-makers. They
know what are the problems or needs of the area
they live in and they can use their
passions and skills to make the world better.
We only give them the tools to achieve their goals
and reveal their potential as
project leaders. It’s an everyday life challenge
to highlight the « small » successes but
it is worth it!
As we are working with young people from different backgrounds, we try to respect
their needs and adapt our methodology. However, working with other 18 project
leaders make them realize they all have something to bring to each other!“
Sonia, Project coordinator “Rêve et Réalise”
Marseille

Beneficiaries of the project:
18 young people 18-25 years old, mainly NEETs (not in
education, employment or training),. The projects can
be implemented by a single person or in groups of 2 or
3 people.
Project promoter:
Unis Cité has been the pioneer association developing Civic Service in France since 1995. Being present in
thirty cities, it has already mobilized more than 15,500
young volunteers, including 3,000 in 2015-2016. Its
objective is to develop and strenghten civic service as
a natural step during the life of all young people and to
make this step recognized and valued by the State and
companies.
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FENÊTRES: A SUPPORT BASED
ON DEDICATION TO SELFEXPRESSION, CREATIVITY
AND ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP
The objective of the project is to allow young people to
be actors of their own education, to enable them to face
the current social context with curiosity, critical thinking, and civic involvement.
The project has three main areas of intervention:
- Motivational / Rallying action via creative, artistic and
active citizenship related workshops;
- Geographical mobility action at the international
scale;
- Inclusion action via preparations to employement and
a better access to accomodation.
These three areas are transversal and include a wide
range of processes of action.
The projects promotes non-formal education pedagogy and active participation methods to:
- Offer a range of motivational workshops to develop
social encounters and exchanges and enhance selfesteem;
- Offer European mobility programmes to young people and youth workers; -Provide the targeted public
with individual support to increase their employability;
- Promote the actions and opportunities via a Facebook
page and website to allow individual documenting
and to trigger collective involvement in sustaining the
community spirit in the Western Lyon.

The project has also Android and Iphone applications.

More information:
www.assofenetres.com
www.facebook.com/FenetreSPlateforme/timeline
www.youtube.com/channel/UCJRzQLJygo82xnGnzx e5s5w
The project has also Android and Iphone applications.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Why this project? Because regaining self esteem
leads to self confidence,
because mobility causes encounters, exchanges
and alterity. Because inclusion
must take into account a necessary preparation
to the job market and social
integration. From becoming oneself to becoming
free, for everyone to find a
rightful place in society, in Europe, in the world.”
Frédéric Weber, president of Association
FenêtreS

Beneficiaries of the project:
Young people from 16 to 25 years old
Project promoter:
Association FenêtreS (“WindowS Organisation”) works
in a close relationship with “Les refuges d’enfants” and organisation of retired volunteers providing young people
with extra tutoring or support to find an internship/a job.
Association FenêtreS also collaborates with a variety of
local small organisations of young people, retired people,
youth workers and independant artists for the puroposes
of local networking and an intergenerational exchange.
Place:
Ouest Lyonnais / Western region of Lyon
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READ-OVER -READ-ALOUD
CLUBS TO OVERCOME
INTERCULTURAL DIVIDE

l
living
cross-cultural
t
transition
or in cultural
contact
zones. We
c
participate
in collabop
rations
and pilot projr
ects
to develop new
e
methods
and tools. Fim
nally,
we undertake ren
search
in intercultural
s
and
a social psychology
aiming
at a better una
derstanding of intercultural dynamics. Since its creation Elan Interculturel provided intercultural trainings
to approximately 1000 people, organized an international seminar about diversity and creativity, participated in four Grundtvig Learning Partnerships and four
multilateral partnerships on the theme of intercultural
dialogue and adaptation.

The Read-aloud Clubs have been organized and managed directly by the participants, in this way the adult
learners are involved in their learning path from the
very beginning and feel committed and motivated in
the learning events. The Read-aloud Clubs allow a powerful and empowering informal education that combines reading with other expressive methodologies like
drama/role playing, “movieducation” (i.e. education
through movies) and creative writing. The literature
that is chosen for reading in a group, and that are base
for possible dramatization and choice of movies, is specifically intercultural.
Aim of these reading circles is the development/empowerment of:
- Basic skills such as literacy (spelling and grammar,
reading and comprehension, writing), intercultural
awareness, European citizenship (with a view to the
European year 2013);
- Soft skills such as communication, courtesy, interpersonal relationship skills, self-awareness and selfesteem, literacy and management of emotions, empathy, positive attitude, cooperation, proactivity,
willingness to learn, motivation, problem solving.

Place:
Paris, France
More information:
www.read-over.eu

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“(This is) a strong and motivating opportunity for
improving literacy, intercultural
competences, soft skills, with the further purpose
of empowering social inclusion and
active participation as citizens of the hosting
country and the wider Europe.”
The Read-Over partnership, extract from
their brochure

Beneficiaries of the project:
First target group is migrants and ethnic minorities;
second target group adults with poor school qualification and other vulnerable adults. Indirect target group
is educators working with the above mentioned adults
as trainers, tutors, mentors, coaches, volunteers.
Project promoter:
Elan Interculturel is an independent association created for exploration and valorization of cultural diversity.
Members of Elan Interculturel came to Paris from seven countries over three continents. Main objectives of
Elan Interculturel are:
- To create a better understanding of how diversity affects our life
- To raise awareness of the resources inherent in diversity
- To develop tools, that individuals have a better experience of cultural or cross-cultural transitions
To reach our objectives we do trainings for professionals working in intercultural situations or individuals
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REGIONAL ACTIONS
AND INTERNATIONAL
VOLUNTEERING TOWARDS
YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY:
CITIZENSHIP, SKILLS AND
EMPLOYMENT

region and at international level, to identify the skills
developed and support them in their efforts towards
the labor market. Training session, feedbacks on the
experience and valorization, support towards reaching
professional inclusion are organised.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Young people aged from 18 to 25 years old living in the
south east of France in PACA region (Provence Alpes
Côtes d’Azur). This project involves NEET and graduated youngsters in a binominal mobility to create diversity and skills sharing.

This experimental project aims at using regional and international volunteering to foster citizenship commitment and socio-professional inclusion of young people
from the Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur Region (PACA).
STEP 1 -2 months in France: intensive preparation for
international missions and reflection on participants´
careers (intercultural training, visa and passports,

Project promoter:
Partnership between two mobility operators: Eurocircle
and Eurasianet and the regional council of Provence
Alpes
Côtes d’Azur
A
Place:
P
Marseille,
France
M
More
information:
M
www.eurocircle.info
w
www.eurasianet.eu
w

vaccination procedures etc. Research on the hosting
country and hosting structure to prepare for their mission). During these two months, the youngsters are
engaged in regional actions and structures; the goal is
to build a professional network where they live in addition to experiencing an enriching mobility abroad. The
youngsters have to find a local structure they want to
work in by themselves to develop their autonomy and
be sure to find a project that meets their expectations.
STEP 2 -3 months of voluntary commitment in a partner organization abroad. Two volunteers with complementary profiles (one NEET and one graduate student
with knowledge of the local language) are sent to foreign countries from all continents. Support is provided
by Eurocircle and Eurasia Net.
STEP 3 -1 month in France, after the international mobility, the youngsters are followed to enhance the acquired experience during their experience in the PACA

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The civic service taught me to feel at home
everywhere on the planet, no matter the
frontiers, to make me a world citizen.”
Agathe, volunteer in Togo
“I learned so much about myself and my adaptability. Thanks to this experience, my
fears to be on my own in a new place have
disappeared.”
Paul Adrien, volunteer in Turkey
“Volunteering makes us open our mind, be more
tolerant, more patient, step back and
reassess our knowledge.”
Myriam, volunteer in Lebanon
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CONTES DE QUARTIERS
-TALES OF THE SUBURBS
The objective of the project was to create a web documentary based on the testimony of inhabitants of the
“Vieux Moulin” Suburb, an isolated area of Marseille
where the population is principally of gypsy origins.
Urban prod’s team has acted as a facilitator so that the
inhabitants who were interested could be trained to
techniques and become in charge of making the film
themselves. Urban prod settled in the neighborhood
for several months with a caravan transformed into a
lab of creative workshops and projection. Every week,
artistic activities were offered to the children which
eventually led to the opening of dialogue with parents
and the rest of the community. This first step to to create mutual trust was essential, as the inhabitants were
used to the media carrying out a negative, stereotype

reinforcing image of After those informal exchanges,
Urban prod could define main themes (origins, family,
traditions, travel, religion, future) and create a range of
questions to ask the inhabitants in the frame of film in-
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terviews. The documentary shows a very unique blend
of cultures, mixing French Gypsy, Northern African traditions in a very lively cohabitation. Interviewees are
from three successive generations, so that history of
the place and time passing by can be felt very concretly.
Objectives of the process :
- Advertizing the real everyday life of socalled “sensible
urban areas” to fight exclusion, discrimination, and
easy made stereotypes
- Empowering the isolated target group by listening
to them, sharing experiences and giving them some
tech nical and artistic trainings. But most of all by giving them the opportunity to participate actively to
the creation of a video
The goal is to break boundaries, so there should not be
a clear barrier between the film makers/observers, and
the inhabitants/witnesses. The project was thought as
a collaborative creation, which allowed the inhabitants
to be subject and object at the same time, on the same
level as urban prod’s team, to be in charge of their own
speech and common history, to develop pride and self
esteem from this experience.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Once upon a time in the beautiful city of Marseilles, a few families came with the
desire to settle and live...”
Extract from the web documentary
“We took a walk to meet the inhabitants in order
to make audible their forgotten
voices. The greatest challenge was settle a relationship of trust in a place where the
media inspires mistrust, as they tend to convey a
bad idea of the district and reinforce
stereotypes”
Marie Picard, film maker

Beneficiaries of the project:
The inhabitants of isolated suburbs of Marseille, and
more specifically the inhabitants of the “Vieux Moulin”
(2013 project), “Bon secours” and “Les rosiers” suburbs (2015 project, still in process)
Project promoter:
Urban prod, an organization devoted to educate
sensible groups (difficult suburbs, person with a judiciary history, neets) to the use of new technologies and media, and to develop social cohesion by
recording and advertizing the voices of the less heard.
Place:
Marseille, France
More information:
www.heritages-culturels.org/fr/projets/tid-67¬
projets-2015/pid-136-contes-de-quartiers
www.urbanprod.net/fr
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MENTORPOWER

- Public authorities will get an increased understanding of the problems and needs of the migrant youth
regarding integration into the labor market; will have
the opportunity to contribute to the development of
the model, which will ensure an easier adaptation of
the model by the public authorities if they want to implement the model in the future.

MentorPower is a strategic partnership project for the
empowerment and social integration of migrant youth
by facilitating their integration into the labor market
using engagement mentoring. The partnership brings
together 6 organizations working in the field of youth
to develop and pilot an innovative and sustainable engagement mentoring model for 16-25 years-old migrant youth within a period of two years.
The project activities are built upon the development of
three major outputs:
1 Best Practices Report, which will constitute the basis
upon which an engagement mentoring model oriented at migrant youth can be built (in English, electronic
and printed copies);
2 Guidebook for the Integration of Migrant Youth into
Society (in 6 languages, electronic and printed copies);
3 Policy Recommendation Booklets for advocacy purposes (5 different sets of booklets, each set consisting of the related partner’s language and the English
translation)
RESULTS:
- The transversal skills of the migrant youth will be improved, including critical thinking, problem solving,
leadership and collaborative learning; they will receive career guidance and advice in the field of their
interest; they will build connections in the sector
of their interest; and will improve their ICT skills by
communicating and interacting with their mentors
and other mentees using online tools;
- The participating adults will gain skills for working
with migrant youth, including tutoring and teaching
skills, modeling skills, problem solving skills, active
and non-judgmental listening skills, and conflict resolution skills; and will develop a stronger sense of social responsibility and feel further committed to volunteerism;
- The participant organizations will develop their
capacity in implementing engagement mentoring
programs with migrant youth, as well issues such as
project implementation, international cooperation,
strategic development, and internationalization;
- The youth workers will gain the necessary skills and
be introduced to the necessary tools that will enable
them to implement the engagement mentoring model proposed in the project;

Beneficiaries of the project:
Young people from migrant communities (16-25 years
old)
Project promoter:
Pistes Solidaires Méditerranée, educative mobility operator located in Marseille, along with partner organisations in Greece, Norway, Spain, Switezerland and
Turkey
Place:
Marseille, France
More information:
www.mentorpower.eu
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WHAT SPEAKING MEANS
“Ce que parler veut dire” is a project to think and raise
awarness about stereotypes in language, with the help
of Pierre Bourdieu’s concept -habitus. To this end, we
used different french translation of Mark Twain’s novel,
“Adventures of Huckleberry Finn”.
This project offers to play, by speaking and writting, with
different language levels to make young people aware
of translation and of thought about text translation in
the past and so about use of any such word in a society.
In Mark Twain’s novel, the narrator, Huckleberry Finn,
use a different langage according to who he’s speaking
to. With the help of the habitus concept, sociological
concept about social determinism, we ask to the teenagers about past and present words that bring, in our
language, the stereotypes of a society suffering from
lack of openness.
By playing with different language levels and the way
how the cultural and social environment can influence
them, the writting and theatre workshops which come
after the theatre play allow to call and make teenagers
aware of word’s political meaning, in a non-stigmatizing
framework through developpement of imagination and
creativity

2007, to explore the mechanisms of violence and exclusion through theatrical plays and readings, and cultural
projects.
Place:
Bouches-du-Rhône
More information:
www.compagnie-peanuts.com

Beneficiaries of the project:
The project is open to anyone, most participants are children and teenagers

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Our method combines an artistic awakening to
literature, writing, or theatre, and awareness of
social and human relationship dynamics
(violence, discrimination, memories, social
codes and standards).
It is a rich dynamic that can be transferrable to a
large variety of places and target groups.”
Emilie Martinez, actor and director

Project promoter:
Compagnie Peanuts is working since its creation in

“The diversity of our beneficiaries (from children
to families, adolescents and elderly people)
allows us to gather speeches that embrace the
complexity of today’s reality and can fuel new
creations to come. We aim at revealing experiences and impressions that are anchored in
everyday life and can allow identification.”
Magdi Réjichi, actor and director
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ESPÈCES DE BOUCS -SORT
OF SCAPEGOAT

Project promoter:
Compagnie Peanuts is working since its creation in
2007, to explore the mechanisms of violence and exclusion through theatrical plays and readings, and cultural projects.

To name a person to be a “scapegoat” is repeating exclusion and stigmatisation behaviors which persist in our
societies. Individually or collectively, this phenomenon
is one of the causes of feelings of injustice and it awakes
hate and violence. Being a scapegoat, focusing on what
disturbs us and what we’re blaming the other for, allows
us to stand back and laugh about our own angers.

Place:
Bouches-du-Rhône
More information:
www.compagnie-peanuts.com

The scapegoat workshops raise awareness and prevents exclusionary behaviors and stigmatization in a
non-stigmatizing framework through development of
imagination and creativity.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Are scapegoats necessary to our society ? Are
they pieces of the mecanism that
regulates the natural violence in each individual
and each society? This is the
disturbing question we ask our young public, and
paradoxically, they seem way
more realistic than adults in aknowledging this
phenomenon.Rather than saying
prejudices are wrong, we try to show our audience they are in everyone and very
hard to avoid completly.Talking about them is a
better way to detroy them
them than hiding them guiltily. This is what this
show is about.”
Magdi Regichi, actor and director

This project combines a play (“Le chameau, le lion, le
léopard, le corbeau et le chacal”, adaptation of “The
Camel and his friends” by Bidpaï), with a debate, a writing workshop and a
theatre workshop.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Young people from 11 to 18 attending middle
schools
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CHILD CARE PROGRAMME
Goal of the projects:
• Day centers: Educational, psychological, social and
base support of children, whose families are involved
in poverty program
• Small family houses: To support improvement of
alternative forms of child care

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The program is very important for the children
of low income families. However, our projects
are not enough to cover all kinds of their needs;
that is why civic society should become more
active and have high social responsibility to
support vulnerable people. “

Project implementation period:
• Day Centers from 1997 to present
• Small Family houses from 2011 to present

Khvicha Pososhvili, Child Care Program Manager

Program, donor Ministry of Labor, Health and Social
Affairs of Georgia. The project is financed by voucher
system. Program includes two projects: Two Day Centers and three Small family houses (one in Gori two in
Khashuri).
Child care program is oriented for children’s welfare,
to provide them with needed and proper service. Day
Center’s main activities are: food service, formal and nonformal education, handicraft studio, summer camps.
In small family houses there is 24 hour care system.
There are 30 children in three houses. Each house has
one leader and four care taker. Children are provided
with the service they are in need.
Project results:
• Day Centers: Providing 60 beneficiaries with different
services. The condition of families that are in crisis is
reduced. Child abandon is reduced.
• Small family houses: About 30 children are providing
with different services and are living in three small
family houses. The result is increased number of children reintegrated in the families, adopted and they are
prepared for independent life.
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Society Biliki is service provider organization in Shida Kartli.
Organization implements Child Care

Beneficiaries of the project:
Children whose families are involved in poverty
program.
Project promoter:
Society Biliki
Place:
Khashuri and Gori
More information:
www.facebook.com/societybiliki
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FROM INDEPENDENCY
TO SELF-SUFFICIENCY –
INNOVATIVE AND EFFECTIVE
LIVEHOOD SOLUTIONS FOR
GEORGIA
providing IDPs with livelihoods by advocacy and ca
pacity building of state agencies and NGOs/civil soci
ety organizations.
Project implementation period: February 2015 –
October 2016.
Project results:
• To distribute 516 business grants from 500 to 4000
EUR for IDPs and war-affected Communities in the
Imereti, Samegrelo, Abkhazia and Adjara regions.
• To support Job creation and business growth by distributing 56 small and medium enterprises.
• Funding 5 Business Information Centres (Kutaisi,
Tskaltubo, Poti, Zugdidi, Batumi) focused on providing
consultations to more than 800 beneficiaries on business development opportunities.
• To contribute to the effective policy making on IDP
livelihood issues by empowering 5 local NGOs and 50
CBOs.
• To establish a network of regional NGOs and CBOs

Project Goals:
To support the economic integration of IDPs and war
affected communities by providing long-term and sustainable livelihood solutions.
• Objective 1: Providing IDPs and war affected communities with opportunities to secure their livelihoods.
• Objective 2: Guaranteeing a close cooperation be
tween public and civil society sectors about issues of
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for outreach to the IDPs and facilitate IDP access to
business information.
• Provide workshops to generate discussions and encourage the development of synergies between the
Livelihood Action Plan and Regional Development
Plans.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“If similar projects will be implemented again for
IDPs’ communities, IDPs will actively involve in
them and information to this direction will become more active, massive and accessible for all.”
Bela Kupreishvili, Representative of IDPs
community based organization in Kutaisi.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs), war affected
persons and eco-migrants.

“I certainly recommend it to anyone who is
engaged in business activities, to participate in
similar projects, because it is the best way to
encourage the business. I appreciate the whole
process very much and welcome innovations.
It would be nice if more people will have information about the existence of similar projects.”
Londa Chanturia , beneficiary, owner
of entertainment centre in Kutaisi
(granted 2000 euro by the project).

Project promoter:
Charity Humanitarian Centre “Abkhazeti” (CHCA)
Partner: Danish Refugee Council
Donor European Union (EU)
Place:
Regions of Mtskheta-Mtianeti (Akhalgori), Imereti
(Kutaisi, Tskaltubo), Samegerelo (Zugdidi, Poti), Adjara (Batumi), Abkhazia (Gali).

“Round tables were conducted under the project.
I think it is very important when heads of different
organizations and officials from ministries participate in this kind of meetings. I believe, it is possible to solve problems through these meetings.”
Zaza Tutisani, Leader of IDPs’ community
based organization in Kutaisi

More information:
www.chca.org.ge
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YOUTH PEACE EXPRESS

Project is part of Georgian-Ossetian Civil Forum peace
strategy which provides for development of tolerance
in Georgians, internally displaced people from South
Ossetia and Ossetians, especially in students and
youth and their full integration into society. The necessity to implement the given Project is reasoned by the
fact that conflict divided society has not yet overcome
the results of the psycho-emotional stress caused by
war. Level of estrangement is especially high between
youth, as they have not had the experience of peaceful
cohabitation with each other. They have been born and
raised in an anti-Georgian and anti-Ossetian environments. Education of the youth,
employment, correct planning of free time,
healthy lifestyle, negative vision of future,
hopelessness remain an acute problem on
both sides of the conflict. The above-mentioned problems may become a reason for
their estrangement from the society, losing
of perspectives, criminalization, and spread
of drug addiction and in case of return of
IDPs to their permanent places of living may
cause repeated escalation of the conflict.

Project Specific Objectives:
• Closing of Georgian and Ossetian youth and creation
of conditions for cooperation by means of organizing
educational tour;
• Formation of ideas for cooperation by the youth based
on knowledge and experience received from European peers.
Project activities and results:
• Georgian and Ossetian youth get acquainted with

Project Overall Objective: Increase of engagement of Georgian and Ossetian youth
in the process of promotion of confidence
building between the conflict-divided societies.
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Place:
Georgia, Serbia, Kosovo, Greece, Macedonia and Turkey.

the visions, ideas and problems of their European
peers; form plans for cooperation through joint travel
through 5 European countries (Peace Express).
In the framework of this project several activities were
held:
Meetings with students in leading universities in 4
European cities; meetings with civil sector and state
structures’ representatives held in Belgrade and Pristina;
Project participants wrote essays (impressions) during and after the travel and published video and photo
materials on Facebook page;
Georgian and Ossetian youth developed joint project
ideas;
Gathered video materials throughout Peace Express
process to be covered by Georgian and Ossetian media.
A film about the Peace Express has been made, collection of essays of Project participants has been
published and presentations have been organized to
bringing positive moments to wide audience;
We organized meetings of project participants with
students and publicity in universities in Tskhinvali and
Tbilisi.

More information:
www.cforum.org
Youth Peace Express film: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bUdwWZFJvzM

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“I believe this is the Project, which is very important for each of us. We start to understand what
we want to do, how we want to live and get to a
point of making a choice. Today Ossetia has two
borders – with Georgia and with Russia. We can
freely go to Russia, but not to Georgia. The situation is that we cross only one border, as we have
no other choice. “
Akhsar, Ossetian participant.
“I don`t want to relay on others opinion and to
think that we are enemies and so on… I want
to know people better. Youth Peace Express
showed me that they are really nice guys and we
have the same opinion, we aren`t different we
are the same, conflict shouldn`t influence on
our nations.”
Nino, Georgian participant

Beneficiaries of the project:
Internally displaced people from South Ossetia and
Ossetians, active youth and students.
Project promoter:
Civil Forum
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STEP BY STEP – TOWARDS A
BETTER FUTURE

Center in Gori was refurbished and equipped with new
tools and furniture to fully satisfy the training needs of
the various professions. In June 2014 the first courses
for the three different specializations—furniture assembler, electric welder and business (office) management - started. The curricula were developed by a
multi-disciplinary trainers´ team in close cooperation
with Hilfswerk Austria International - the National Probation Agency and the Crime Prevention Center. Each
course lasted for two months and during the studying
process, participants were provided with medical insurance, transportation and dinner free of charge. In total 6
training cycles were offered over the period of one year.
2. Trainings on vital skills: Each training participant,
along with studying his/her chosen specialization, obligatorily had to attend computer classes and trainings
on the following topics: effective written and oral communication, elementary mathematics, teamwork, life
and social skills, job-finding techniques. Abovementioned trainings on vital skills were helping participants
to obtain required knowledge and skills to make them
more competitive on the labour market. The participants also had an opportunity to visit different public
or private institutions located in Gori and attend English
language classes.

The aim of the project “Step by Step – towards a Better Future” was to foster the reintegration of socially
vulnerable groups of Shida Qartli, e.g. former inmates,
probationers, their family members, IDPs, and young
delinquents, in Georgian society through education,
employment and personal support. Residents of Shida
Karli from these groups who were between 16 and 45
years old, unemployed, interested to learn new skills
and capable to work in groups could participate in the
project.
The global aim of this funding was to promote restorative justice in Georgia through implementation
of meaningful rehabilitation and re-socialization programmes by Civil Society actors. The target region of
this project was Shida Kartli where most of the population has been suffering from the Georgian-Russian war
in August 2008. The project “Step by Step – towards a
Better Future” was the first of its kind that introduced
an integrated approach for rehabilitation of probationers, former prisoners and other risk groups in Shida
Kartli at one contact point.

3. Social, psychological and legal counselling individually and in groups. Next to professional and life skills
training, each participant obligatorily attended consultation sessions with a psychologist and a social worker.
The complementary involvement of these specialists
was one of the success factors of the project that significantly contributed to a comprehensive reintegration of
the beneficiaries.
The complementary involvement of these specialists
was one of the success factors of the project that significantly contributed to a comprehensive reintegration of
the beneficiaries.
Social workers and the psychologist assessed the risks
and needs of each beneficiary, which means revealing
circumstances relating to the person’s criminal career,
economic condition, educational background, values,
social situation, etc. by means of interviewing (special
forms and questionnaires were provided by Austrian
experts). Based on the revealed information a support
plan for each specific beneficiary was developed, where
concrete steps and interventions for the work with the

The project “Step by Step” is being implemented by,
HILFSWERK Austria International, together with its
partner organization, IDP Women Association “Consent”, in close cooperation with the, National Probation
Agency, the Probation Bureau of Shida Kartli and with
the Center for Crime Prevention.
1. Vocational training courses: In the framework of
the project, the building of the Integration and Training
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beneficiary were planned (individually and in groups).
Upon need, consultation with a lawyer was also organized for the beneficiaries. In the framework of the
project, social workers and the psychologist regularly
were arranging meetings with the social workers and
psychologists of the National Probation Agency’s bureau of Shida Kartli, for joint discussion about the cases
of probationers involved in the project and joint definition of future steps for working with the beneficiaries

5. Mentorship program by trained volunteers: A
mentor is a person who supports and helps another
person to develop one’s personal skills and potential to
lead a balanced and meaningful life. Inspired by the example of Austria, where voluntary mentors, ordinary
citizens, have been working effectively with probationers and former inmates for years, the mentorship concept has been introduced for the first time in Shida Kartli
– and achieved unexpected success. During the activities,

4. Support in job-hunting: Finding a job and making a living on one’s own is crucial for the successful and sustainable reintegration and resocialization of risk groups, probationers, former prisoners, their family members and
people who suffered from conflicts. For this reason, beneficiaries were trained in job searching techniques: where
to obtain relevant information from, how and where to
find a job, how to prepare a resume and a motivation letter, how to act during the job interview, etc. After the trainings, social workers supported beneficiaries in searching
for vacancies and preparing their applications. Beneficiaries were also registered on worknet.gov.ge, a platform
offered by the Employment Agency for unemployed and
job-seekers. Thanks to these measures, 71 beneficiaries found a job during the project and 55 of them are still
working upon project closure. The project participants
are employed both in private institutions or are running
their own businesses. Some of them are working in the
field of specialization they learned during the project.

a mentor established an informal (friendly) relationship
with the mentee and keeping regular contact with him/
her. The mentor supported the mentee in looking for a
job, preparing documents, discussing with the beneficiary his/her interests and hobbies, also fears and expectations, and was motivating this person to participate in
different activities and programmes offered by various institutions. Furthermore, monthly team meetings with the
project social works, the psychologist and other mentors
were organized to allow for mutual exchange. All mentors were awarded a certificate upon project closure.
6. Small Grants Programme: Another component of
the project to help beneficiaries improve their socioeconomic situation and contribute to their self-realizations and reintegration into society was the award of
small grants to selected applicants, i.e. means by which
they could start their own small business or extend and
improve an existing small enterprise.
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All graduates from the vocational training program
were invited to apply for this programme. Out of 57 applications received, 33 persons were selected to participate in a preparatory course on “Business Plan Development” and subsequent counselling on their individual
business ideas. Finally, an independent Evaluation
Committee selected 23 grant applications. Out
of those, two group projects and 21 individual
projects were funded.
Project results: During the 27 months of project
implementation, 149 persons used our service; 122
persons (81% male, 19% female) completed the
training programs and were awarded certificates
at successful passing of final examination. This indicates a very low drop-out rate – 82% who started the
training courses also successfully finished it. Among
the graduates 49 persons were probationers, 9 persons were former inmates and 65 were from the socalled risk group. The later refers to persons who live
near the administrative border line and those who
fi i ries of the project:
are family members of former prisoners.
All graduates from the vocational training program
were invited to apply for this programme. Out of
57 applications received, 33 persons were selected to
participate in a preparatory course on “Business Plan
WHAT PEOPLE SAY
Development” and subsequent counselling on their in“The importance of the project was that persons
dividual business ideas. Finally, an independent Evaluwere given a chance to restore their dignity.
ation Committee selected 23 grant applications. Out
Our team of project staff and volunteers-menof those, two group projects and 21 individual projects
tors showed to the beneficiaries that there are
were funded.

people who care about them out of good will.
This way, trust-relationships could be established that positively influenced participants”
motivation and openness for the offered integrated services. In addition, the mentorship program that matched ordinary Georgian citizens
with people at risk demonstrated that reintegration is possible, if vulnerable groups are
offered a helping hand by society.”
Nicole Maria Bauer, Project manager

Beneficiaries of the project:
Socially vulnerable groups of Shida Qartli, e.g. former
inmates, probationers, their family members, IDPs, and
young delinquents
Project promoter:
HILFSWERK Austria International and IDP Women
Association “Consent”
Place:
Shida Kartli region
More information:
http://www.idpwa.org.ge/ge/step-by-step
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5

ENHANCING THE
PARTICIPATION OF
REGIONAL CSOS IN POLICY
DIALOGUE ON SOCIAL
INCLUSION IN GEORGIA
Goal of the projects:
To promote accountability and contribute to enhanced
governance and inclusive growth at the local level
through effective cooperation between civil society
organizations (CSOs) and Local Authorities (LAs) on
provision of well target services for vulnerable groups.

Project results:
• Result 1: CSOs engagement in policy dialogue on social inclusion has increased through enhanced expertise, capacity, consolidated evidence and networking.
• Result 2: Local Social Inclusion Strategy reflecting
population needs and including innovative approaches has been produced in participatory way.
• Result 3: Innovative approaches for CSOs participation in locally coordinated programs on social inclu
sion have been piloted.

Specific Objective:
To enhance capacities of regional CSOs to participate in
policy dialogue and accountability mechanism in three
regions of Georgia.
Project description:
Donor: European Union, co-funded by Czech MFA
Partner: Center for Strategic Research and Development of Georgia (CSRDG) Implementation period:
January 15, 2016 – May 15, 2018
Expert study and participatory needs assessment on
social services available and vulnerable groups failing to
reach state social assistance
• Establishment and Capacity-building of advisory committees on strategic planning.
• Preparation of Local Social Inclusion Strategy with integrated 2 Annual Action Plans.
• Participatory monitoring of the municipal budgeting,
accountability and social inclusion programs.
• Transfer of PIN social integration approach to the
Georgian context.
• Capacity building of the four region-based CSOs.
• Formation of the Advisory Committee on Social Inclusion and its agenda.
• Study tour to the Czech Republic.
• Networks to advocate on national level for improved
social services at the local level.
With PIN’s support, the target CSO will play a key role in
mapping and mobilizing potential members, introducing the SIP approach to them and explaining benefits
and expected outcomes of the AC.
The AC will be facilitated in the first two years by a representative of the target CSO, in charge of moderating
the committee, in particular organising and facilitating
meetings, preparing and publishing minutes.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Vulnerable groups
Project promoter:
People in Need (PIN)
Place:
Imereti, Samegrelo and Shida Kartli regions (municipalities of Tkibuli, Khoni, Zugdidi and Gori)
More information:
http://pin.ge/

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Social service provision faces many challenges in
Georgia, especially at the local level. For the most
part, municipal social programs are monetized and
cash pay-outs are actively employed. Local municipalities are deprived of opportunities to provide
social services to the local population. We believe
that advisory committees established in the municipalities will be the starting point of the systemic
changes at the local level and cooperation between
government and civil society will contribute to the
improved situation of the vulnerable groups.”
Nana Kurashvili, Project Manager
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STRENGTHENING OF
WOMEN´S RIGHTS IN
WESTERN GEORGIA

Youth initiatives are encouraged. Implementation of
the Law of protection from violence is being monitored
under this project and recommendation proposals are
being prepared.

Strengthening the rights of vulnerable groups of women
and girls in western Georgia. Women Non-Governmental Organization. Cultural-Humanitarian Fund “Sukhumi” is implementing this project. Donor is an international organization – Brot für die Welt – Evangelischer
Entwicklunsdienst (Germany). It is already third stage
of the project and its implementation period is 20142017. Under the project, social work is processing with
victims of domestic violence, risk groups of violence,
IDPs, vulnerable women and girls.

An important part of the project is to create new professional and civil opportunities for internally displaced
and disadvantaged youth and to improve quality of preschool education and environment. Under the framework, three kindergarten (where mainly IDPs and disadvantaged children study) were equipped by proper
inventory, 7 youngster received personal computers
and 4 youngster received sewing machines.

Women Support Centers are established in six settlements of Imereti and Samegrelo regions (Cities: Kutaisi,
Tskaltubo, Senaki, Poti, Khoni and village: Khurcha).
The centers provide psychological and juridical consultation, identify cases of violence and control them by
referral mechanism. The centres’ representatives advocate problems of vulnerable women with their active
involvement at the local level. Especially, active mobilization of community is carried out in the compact settlements of IDPs.

As a result of the project, level of protection from domestic violence is improved in the region. Monitoring reveals that women are more likely to express
their position and to ask for help relevant authorities.
6 women received the status of a victim of violence and
the relevant state aid.
The project regularly cooperates with the local authorities to work out the gender agenda. Number of issues
where supported by the local budget: create adopted
environment and programs for disabled persons, Onetime assistance to victims of violence, increase accessibility of pre-school education for especially vulnerable

Informative and educational activities are carried out
with youth in order to protect their rights and develop
various capacities. The themes are: Conflict Management, a professional master classes, civic activism.
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groups of women.
6 youth clubs that are comprised by internally displaced
and disadvantaged youngsters are united into the network, which implements initiatives toward the environment protection and advocacy vulnerable group’s
rights. Thanks to the project, the social inclusion level
of internally displaced and disadvantaged youth live in
peripheries significantly increased that is reflected in
projects they implemented.
The project is regularly enriched by organization’s contribution. Other international donor organizations are
being interested in support internally displaced and disadvantaged women. Our organization is focused on the
long-term programs of development.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The project gave me possibility to enhance my
capacities for future. This is motivation for me to
become more active and self-confident.”
Ana Robakidze, 16 years old project beneficiary
from Terjola
“Eliso, Ela, Mariami, Liza, Zauri, Beka – we are glad
as we brought new opportunities to the life of these
cheerful and motivated youngsters. Youth lives in
rural areas need projects that make their
life more interesting.”
Lela Jalaghonia , project manager

Beneficiaries of the project:
Vulnerable groups of women
Project promoter:
Women Non-Governmental Organization, CulturalHumanitarian Fund “Sukhumi”
Place:
Western Georgia: Kutaisi, Tskaltubo, Senaki, Khurcha,
Poti, Khoni
More information:
http://fundsokhumi.ge/
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LEARN MORE – PLAN
FUTURE!

• 2. Training course for high school students on the
following themes: a) citizenship, self-government,
children rights. b) Environment protection, Entrepreneurship, agriculture and tourism c) Analytical, technological, information and scientific competences, social
media and journalism.
• 3. Youth Camp in Bakuriani: two youth camp with 5
days duration were held and total number of campers
consists of 38 youngsters. The camps included the following activities:
Trainings
Practical activities: youngsters visited Borjomi municipality council, Borjomi-Kharagauli national park and Borjomi TV.
Camp evening sessions: Cognitive-entertainment
games were held in each evening on the following
themes: leadership, active citizenship, abstract thinking,
set the goal and self-development.
• 4. During the camp youngsters developed the action
plan for 2016 that will be implemented independently
by themselves under the project organizers’ supervision and support.
• 5. Information campaign: information about the each
activity of the project were regularly spread through
social media pages of TDDF and Terjola Youth Center
and were broadcasted by local and regional media.

Goal of the project:
Support youth to become active citizens through nonformal education in Terjola municipality.
It is worth to underline that majority of target group
youngsters had a very low accessibility to the non-formal education, because their dwelling places are located
far from the municipality administrative center (Terjola).
Thereby, they were less informed about the ongoing
youth activities and were note involved in the trainings,
youth clubs and etc. organized by the Terjola Youth
Center. Also, they had less opportunities to involve in
the non-formal education on the national level, because
of their less accessibility to the internet and thereby to
the information.
Donor: World Bank
Implementation period: 15.02.2016 – 30.05.2016
In order to overcome the above mentioned problems, to
increase marginalized youngsters’ involvement in youth
activities and support them to become active citizens of
society, the following activities were carried out by the
project:
• 1. Establish the project working group.
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Project results:
Thanks to the project, youngsters got informed about
the non-formal education activities, included: Peace
Corp’s activities, programs of the ministry of sport and
youth affairs and other ongoing activities and programs.
Furthermore, project participant youngsters were registered in the database of Terjola Youth Center and now
the will be informed in advance with Center’s activities
and events and Terjola Youth Center will care of their
active involvement and participation. Majority of these
youngsters are already actively involved in the Center’s
activities. In addition, the Facebook group – “Non-formal
education – road to future” is created, where the project
organizers inform youngsters with different activities
and events. Youngsters spread information about their
involvement in various activities through this group.
FB group will also serve to support implementation of
action plan 2016.

Project promoter:
Tkibuli District Development Fund (TDDF

Project concrete outcomes:
• 11 person took part in the project working group
(7 was planned)
• More than 7000 were informed about the project (500
was anticipated)
• 114 applied for the training course (100 was anticipated)
• 60 youngsters took part in the training course
• 38 youngsters took part in the camp

“The five days I spent in Bakuriani is one of the most
memorable and important events of my life. During
these five days, I learned many innovative things,
took the first few steps towards independence, and
become more confident and motivated. I gained
many interesting, diverse and fun friends (including
the staff), I learned how to write a project, improved
my English skills and many more.”
Nodiko Abuladze , Camper

Place:
Terjola
More information:
http://facebook.com/TDDFund

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“We acknowledge that non-formal education is very
important for development and future planning, this
is why we organized the serial of sessions and camp
for Terjola youth to improve their social skills and
prepare them for challenge that life brings.”
Zaza Gochelashvili , Project Manager

Beneficiaries of the project:
High school students from rural areas

“Those days were unforgettable experience and
really educational for me. This camp taught me
how to be more independent and showed me the
life from the different views. These 5 days gave me
the motivation to make deeper knowledge and to
make wider our possibilities.”
Natia Sapanadze , Camper
“The days I spent in the camp were one of the best
in my life. The knowledge and an experience that
I got here helped me to self-development. It also
increased my communication skills and possibilities to make new friendship. The main point of this
is that we will stay in touch. Therefore, I am really
thankful to world’s bank and project organizers. I
am happy to have a chance to continue cooperation
with my new friends from the camp. We are going
to participate together in the planned projects.”
Mari Bregvadze , Camper
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FACILITATING CIVIL
SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS
INVOLVEMENT IN MUNICIPAL
REFORM PROCESSES IN
KAKHETI REGION AND
PANKISI VALLEY THROUGH
THE PROMOTION OF
PUBLIC-PRIVATE SOCIAL
PARTNERSHIPS

• 20 locals employed (95% female)
• Partnerships established with local and central government, as well as with the NGO sector
Beneficiaries of the project:
Ethnic minorities, including youth with disabilities, vulnerable youth, older people
Project promoter:
Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Georgia (ASB)
Kakheti Regional Development Fund (KRDF)
Place:
Pankisi Valley

Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund Georgia (ASB) in partnership with Kakheti
Regional Development Fund (KRDF) implemented a two-year EC
funded project in Pankisi Valley, Kakheti.

More information:
http://www.asb-georgia.org/
http://www.krdf.ge/

Goal of the projects:
To integrate ethnic minorities (including youth with disabilities, vulnerable youth, and older people) in the society through delivering social services and promoting
social entrepreneurship.

and cent
Partnerships established with local

g

Project implementation period:
2014-2015
The aim of the project was to deliver most needed social
services to the ethnic minorities through social enterprises and establish a Public Private Social Partnership
between Local Government and NGO sector.
As a result, three social service delivery social enterprises were established in Pankisi: Day Care Center for persons with disabilities; Wee-end School for vulnerable
youth; and Mobile Care Service for older people.
Project results:
• Three service delivery social enterprise established
• 65 vulnerable people are receiving social services
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PROMOTING INTEGRATION,
TOLERANCE AND
AWARENESS PROGRAMME
(PITA) IN GEORGIA

nent. Under the umbrella of youth component 14 youth
centers are operation throughout the whole Georgia:
two in Tbilisi (on the basis of Ilia State University and
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University) and per in
the following cities: Kutaisi, Zugdidi, Ozurgeti, Batumi,
Gori, Telavi, Dmanisi, Gardabani, Marneuli, Ninotsminda, Akhalkalaki, Akhaltsikhe.
There are sub-clubs established in the youth centers
with the following topics: human rights, gender equality, a healthy life, the environment, education, culture
and diversity, research and advocacy, volunteerism.

Promoting Integration, Tolerance and Awareness Program in Georgia
(PITA) funded by the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID), is being implemented in Georgia by
United Nations Association of Georgia (UNAG).

Goal of the projects:
The project includes a variety of activities to strengthen
national integration in Georgia. In particular: enhancing
interaction between minorities and the Government of
Georgia; functioning youth Civic Centers on the basis of
non-governmental organizations; strengthen non-governmental organizations to lead civic engagement and
diversity management issues; supporting educational,
exchange and other programs to deepen relationship
between young people from different regions, using regional and national media resources to raise awareness
of society and encourage national discussions.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Minorities, youth of diverse ethnic and religious backgrounds
Project promoter:
United Nations Association of Georgia (UNAG) and
Welfare and Development Center
Place:
Georgia
More information:
www.facebook.com/GoriWDC/

Direct beneficiaries age group 18-25. Activities include:
renewing work of Youth Centers, mini-grants for youth,
local civil activism by young people, annual meetings
and conferences, regional exchange programs, orientation trainings for employment, cooperation with
private sectors and academy, trainings and seminars,
simulations, youth campaigns.

g
advocacy, volunteerism.

Project implementation period:
2015-2020
Project results:
At this moment, more than 1000 youngsters from
18 to 25 ages old are involved in PITA’s youth compoCOMPENDIUM. BEST PRACTICES IN SOCIAL INCLUSION
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10 CARE FOR DISABLED
PERSONS´ SUITABLE AND
STIMULATED FUTURE

Thereby, art activities took place in the Day Center.
Children made various products from the different
fields of art. Afterwards, all of them were awarded by
thematic gifts: Embroidery threads, paints, coloured
pencils, brushes, decorative clay, drawing large-format
notebooks. We gave voice books as a gift to child with
cerebral palsy.

Goal of the project:
The project aimed to improve service provided by region’s Day Center, increase disabled children’s motivation and self-appraisal and inform society about their
abilities and needs.
Donor: World Bank; People In Need (PIN)
Implementation period: 15.02.2016 - 31.05.2016

Before beginning of the project we had an information
about Geluka Buighlishvili, 16 years older boy with disa-

Disabled children’s Day Center “Imedis Skhivi” (Ray
of Hope) (located in Terjola, Imereti region)
was selected under the project. The center is
financed only by the state voucher system and
daily provide service to 14 children from Terjola municipality.
We learned Day Center’s services, needs and
found out following issues: The center found
it difficult to conduct the therapeutic and recreational activities, because they did not have
a proper inventory; the center did not have a
suitable office equipment and thereby had troubles in administration work; Furniture was outdated. In addition, we learned needs of center’s
beneficiaries individually.
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the schools and libraries of different municipalities.
Now, he is often invited to the different events and has
new proposals in his work.
• Businesspersons, who attended our activities promised us to make environment in their factories suitable
for persons with disabilities. This project was a good
example and such kind of activities are being developed more and more.

bilities who is writer and lives in the village Nakhsirghele,
Terjola municipality. Under this project, we met Geluka,
collected his writings, published the book and made its
presentation.
All project activities were attended by representatives
of central and local governments, local entrepreneurs,
representatives of schools and kindergartens and other
stakeholders.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Children with disabilities

Project results:
• Quality of therapeutic and recreational service improved in the Day Center “Imedis Skhivi”; massage
service started; quality of administration work is improved thanks to the suitable office equipment, now
the center has direct and immediate contact with the
ministry of health; part of furniture is renewed; Now,
children are able to create various art products and
make the regular exhibitions.
• We got guarantees from the local authorities to start
renovation of Day Center and equip it with all needed
technics and inventories.
• Geluka BuiRlishvilis’s book has been spread through

Project promoter:
Step Tkibuli
Place:
Terjola
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FRANCE
GEORGIA
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SLOVAKIA
SPAIN
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1

PALAZZOLO SOCIAL CLUB
Palazzolo Social Club is a social enterprise project cofinanced by Italian Department of Youth targeted to
enhance the historical park of Palazzolo Acreide with
the management of a social bistrot-pizzeria and the
construction of an herbal garden. This project, called
Palazzolo Social Club, is an initiative that aims to promote social economy and consumption of organic
products made by local farmers and prisoner employed by our partner Cooperativa Sociale l’Arcolaio
(www.arcolaio.org).

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The satisfaction to work with people who have
limits, they face them and they overcome them.”

Palazzolo Social Club mainly offers the opportunity
to eat high quality food from local farmers and from
other social cooperatives. We use just organic food, local food, seasonal products, food and beverage made
in prison with the support of other social co-operatives
employing prisoners as a path of social inclusion. We
also organise social activities and training course aimed
to youngsters and families to raise consumer awareness and sensitivity or enhance creativity and self-entrepreneurship sense. As we take care of the entire area
where the bistrot is located we are starting an herbal
garden to foster the using of authentic and healthy
herbs in the daily life.



Beneficiaries of the project:
Women, workers, people with disability and health
problems
Project promoter:
Dipartimento Gioventù della Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri
Place:
Palazzolo Acreide
More information:
www.facebook.com/chioscovillacomunale/?fref=ts
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2ND CHANCE
MADE IN CARCERE
MadeinCarcere (MadeinJail) is now a brand that was
born inside a women’s prison in Borgo San Nicola,
Lecce. They ideate, research and create eco-friendly
products.
These products are made by women marginalized from
society because of their condition of detention. They go
beyond just learning a job, they build up their path back
to the real world.
So far, we sold over 100k Shopping Bags, produced in
Salento (Puglia) from wastes and exported in all the
world (Milan, New York, Stuttgart, London, Sofia, etc.)
in order to spread an important message with creativity: the philosophy of second chance, both to the (ex)
prisoners and to the wastes.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Women, people with economic obstacles, (ex)offender, (ex)drug addicts
Project promoter:
Conad
Place:
Lecce
More information:
www.madeincarcere.it

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Giving these people a second chance to make
a living after a trouble past, doing something
eco-sustainable, that’s the way to feel good
with yourself and others.”
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LE MELODIE DEL SILENZIO
The youth initiative “Le melodie del silenzio” lasted
11 months and it took place in Enna between 1st of May
2012 and 1st of april 2013. The themes of the project are
art and culture and disability. In particular, the project
focused on deafness and art like a mean of communication. The project involved also deaf people in order to
foster the understanding and tollerance about this kind
of diversity. We planned to involve 250 young people in
different phases with different method,.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“A very emotional path. There were some
moments in which it was hard to keep the focus
of such a various group, young and adult, disable
and not disable, with cultural and social
obstacles. It was really nice to work together
to solve problems and strengthen the group.”

The project aim was to create, develop and play and
artistic performance with 3 different technics: percussion, poetry in the sign language and mime. Three phases of the project were foreseen: the first to coordinate
the group, the second to do workshops and the last to
organize and play the performance
In all steps deaf and hearing people were involved at the
same time and both will benefit the final performance.
The aim was to connect the two worlds in order to include people with fewer opportunity, know better the
deaf world and foster the participation of young people.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Citizens, people with disability, health problems
Project promoter:
Ente Nazionale Sordi - sezione di Enna
Place:
Enna
More information:
www. facebook.com/
groups/419188608171623/?fref=ts
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CHEFORAFRICA
Place:
Reggio Calabria

CheForAfrica is a project aimed to promote the inclusion of young migrants in socio-economic life in Italy.
It is composed of two parts: the job inclusion, realized
in partnership with restaurants and pizzerias, and the
social inclusion part, realized with the involvement of
Destino Benin volunteer and the interested citizens.

More information:
www.facebook.com/DestinoBeninItalia/?fref=ts

The project allows the training of two young refugees in
the field of gourmet kitchen, with the aim of becoming
gourmet chefs. Now they have a contract with the restaurant L’ A Gourmet and continue their professional
experience in an inclusive and non-discriminatory environment.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Small private fund and volunteering can
change two people’s life perspectives really
quickly. Having the feeling to have contributed
to increase others’ life conditions make
an inner difference.”

Beneficiaries of the project:
Migrants
Project promoter:
L’A Gourmet di Filippo Cogliandro
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TRAJEC(S)TORIES. SEE YOUR
RIGHTS, SHOW YOUR LIFE
The project aims to create an event to raise awareness
on discrimination and social exclusion, through the use
of a road exhibition with art installations that represent the “life courses” of a group of people (we will call
them stakeholders) belonging to categories on risk of
discrimination, prejudice and forms of exclusion. In the
exhibition we will show biographical experiences that
start from different social and cultural levels as well as
various lifestyle choices, sometimes conscious sometimes not, linked by the current social context (the city
of Turin). Each single important and significant event
in the “life course” is analyzed in connection with past
events, the emotional sphere, personal and social
frames and considering the impact on future decisions
and the rest of the “life course”.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“People were happy to have the opportunity
to express themselves in a safe environment,
thanks to this they benefit of a self-empowerment process. After taking part in the project,
a girl who was suffering an oppressive environment in home took the decision to move out to
London where she studies and works.”

Please remember to add 2 3

The project is divided into five steps:
Step I:
Step II:
Step III:

Step IV:

Step V:

identification of the stakeholders (at least
20 people) (3 months);
research and analysis of “life courses” of the
stakeholders (6 months);
construction of art installations and information material with the support of artists and
graphics (3 months);
art installations exhibition in public places
(such as squares, parks, university, etc.), workshops and laboratories with different kinds of
spectators (groups of young people, general
public, public servants, etc.) and distribution
of information materials (5 months);
final evaluation (1 month) and follow-up.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Citizens, migrants
Project promoter:
Agenzia Nazionale Giovani
Place:
Torino
More information:
www.giosefunito.eu
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FUORI TRATTA
The main goal of the project is to guarantee an assistance and integration path in favor of the victims of sexual violence and exploitation. Beneficiaries of the project
are men, women and transsexuals, adults and minors,
foreigners and locals. We support the State in providing programs and services such as housing and shelter,
health care, psychological and legal assistance, mediation and facilitation to obtain residency permit, education, employment orientation and social guidance. All
activities foresee the involvement of linguistic mediators and experienced operators, in order to strengthen
trust and understanding-based relationships with beneficiaries.

Project promoter:
Dipartimento Pari Opportunità, Regione Campania,
Comuni, Prefetture, Questure, ASL, Altri enti gestori
di progetti ex art.18 e/o ex art.13 in tutto il territorio
nazionale, Associazioni e Cooperative sociali a livello
locale e nazionale
Place:
Naples
More information:
www.coopdedalus.it

Beneficiaries of the project:
Women, migrants, other

Please remember to ad

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“ That’s a project that goes on since 15 years
already. It’s hard to choose a memory or to add
any specific comments. For sure is the fact that
having the feeling to contribute for the wellness
of other people enriches your hearth.”

d 2-3 photograph

p j
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SUPERMAN - SUPERMARKETS
MEET ACCESSIBILITY NEEDS
Place:
Modigliana

The word accessibility often means the elimination of
architectural barriers. But accessibility is also something more. For this reason, the project SuperMAN was
launched. This project deals with the topic of accessibility from the perspective of those who are affected by
mental disability or by Alzheimer’s, or more in general
by comprehension, communication, reading and spaceand-time orientation disorders. SuperMAN stands for
SUPERmarkets Meet Accessibility Needs. This project
drew inspiration from an experience started in France
in 2007 by Unapei (a national union of associations for
parents and friends of people with mental disabilities) in
cooperation with some E.Leclerc supermarkets.

More information:
www.supermanproject.eu

SuperMAN aimed to promote and spread this experience also in Italy (in cooperation with CONAD supermarkets) and in Germany (in cooperation with Tegut
supermarkets). In order to foster the concept of accessibility, within the framework of the SuperMAN project,
the staff of some Italian and German supermarkets
took part in a formative training which allowed them
to offer an adequate welcome, support and assistance
to clients with mental disabilities. An external counsellor has evaluated this experience using the pilot system
Level 5 which certifies the acquired competences within the non-formal learning. At the end of the project, the
supermarkets which took part in it received a symbol of
accessibility, as a proof of their commitment to a more
accessible society. SuperMAN was an experimental
project in Italy and in Germany.
We hope that thanks to SuperMAN the model of accessibility will be adopted not only by other supermarkets,
but also by public bodies like post offices, banks, public
administrations, accommodation facilities, means of
transport etc. both at a national and at a European level.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Workers, people with disability, health problems
Project promoter:
CIA-CONAD (ITA), Landkreis Kassel and Bupnet (DE),
Les Papillons Blancs (FR)
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PYC - PALERMO YOUTH
CENTRE
PYC is a social venture, the first self-financed youth
centre in Palermo, run by 30 volunteers who contribute to make it the biggest Cultural Centre in southern
Italy (3000 members in 2014). PYC is currently hosting
a network of organizations that have the opportunity
to carry out their initiatives in its spaces. PYC is a place
open to whoever wants to be active in our society and
increase his/her awareness on the issues that struggle
especially our community.

Project promoter:
Circolo Culturale Arci The Factory
CSF - Cooperazione Senza Frontiere
Place:
Palermo
More information:
https://www.facebook.com/
PalermoYouthCentre/?fref=ts

The main project PYC launched in 2015 is the restoration of an historical public building located in one of the
most beautiful park of Palermo, Villa Trabia. The project
foresees, after the restoration, the opening of an other
cultural centre and the activation of language, art and
music courses and cultural events.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“ After 2 years of activity and more than 3000
thousand members enrolled, we feel that the
organisation has created something unique and
not replicable, something that will leave an indelible sign, especially in the consciousness of those
young people who have lived, are living and will
live our community.”

Beneficiaries of the project:
Young people, citizens

phs of the project in the email!
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LEND A HAND TO A LOCAL.
ROME
Project promoter:
Rome Thirteenth Municipality; Caritas (San Romano
Martire Church); SGB Humangest Holding; Community
of Sant’Egidio; , Ronda della solidarietà Roma Onlus

This Nove Onlus project gives a helping hand to struggling Italians, including among them the new poor: individuals and families affected by the economic crisis and
unemployment. Silent victims, who do not beg, whose
stories do not make headline news, who are just trying
to survive without losing their dignity.

Place:
Rome

The project provides emergency assistance, and ongoing support for social integration and the achievement
of economic independence. The methods and aims
have been identified in collaboration with institutions
and organizations deeply rooted in their local community. This project uses an innovative formula through
which donors can contact the beneficiaries directly,
helping to build solidarity, a sense of community, and a
relationship that goes beyond traditional models. Anyone wishing to offer their support anonymously can do
so through Nove Onlus.

More information:
www.noveonlus.org/en/dai-una-mano-italia

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“It’s amazing to see how your work can change
people’s lives. Once when we communicated
to a woman that we were about to support her
financially to pay her bills and rent she realizes
that at last someone could care of her.“

The project sprang into action in March 2016. The first
cases were aimed at supporting vulnerable families, and
included financial support to cover unpaid bills, rent, insalubrious home renovations, training opportunities
and transport to help develop work. ‘Lend a hand to a
local. Rome is the pilot phase of an initiative that Nove
Onlus intends to extend gradually across other Italian
towns and regions.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Citizens, people with economic obstacles
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10 FETE - FROM EXPATS TO
EXPERTS: UNITED CIVIL
SOCIETY THROUGH
INCLUSION AND
EMPOWERMENT
OF YOUNG IMMIGRANTS
Objectives:
- To provide young immigrants with skills relevant for
the European labor market though workshops and internship opportunities but also build bridges between
immigrants and local communities and therefore
combating stereotypes surrounding immigration
- To deliver a mentorship programme and guide for
mentors as a tool for better inclusion of the first generation immigrants
- To contribute to a common European inclusion strategy based on research findings and project

Beneficiaries of the project:
Migrants
Project promoter:
Crossing Borders (Danimarca) * The People for
Change Foundation (Malta) * CNAM - Pays de la Loire
(France)
Place:
Palermo
More information:
www.fete.crossingborders.dk

Activities:
- Research about a successful inclusion strategy and
developing a strategy based on the research findings implemented and tested in Malta first and implementing the adapted strategy in Italy, France and
Denmark
- Delivery of 7 day workshop training and 3 months
small scale project implementation -(Internships
=Seeds) assisted and facilitated by the mentoring
programme in Malta, Italy, France and Denmark *
Delivery of 5 day Youth Exchange in Malta, school,
workshops in each country and public debate in Copenhagen, Denmark

j
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DOMEC – DAY LOWTRESHOLD SHELTER
In Bratislava, approximately 4000 people are
homeless. During the day they have almost
no chance to find some form of professional
support. Most of them lack ID, documents,
so they are without a chance to find a job.
We are trying to change this situation in our
DOMEC. Homeless people find here an
opportunity to spend the day in a meaningful
way.
DOMEC provides them social guidance,
food, shower, clean clothes and human approach. Our main idea is to provide homeless
people new meaning in life. But this may happen only when they start working. The opportunity to
start working again, and find accommodation and make
it a sustainable achievement is one of the main aims of
DOMEC.
Services provided and main activities of the project are:
- basic life needs (cleanliness, breakfast)
- social assistance
- preparation for work and job-seeking assistance
- social therapy sessions.
There are 1725 registered clients. Daily attendance is
approx. 80 people. People who we have provided with
work, 3 in a social café, 12 in public cleaning.

Young people serving as volunteers are recruited from
the University students in Social Work and related
fields of study. Furthermore, summer internships are
available and a co-operation with Bratislava Volunteering Centre.
Project promoter:
VAGUS
Place:
Bratislava
More information:
www.vagus.sk

The project integrates services from ground-level street
work to a day shelter and integration centre and a social
café employing formerly homeless people.
It involves community organizing with neighborhood
initiatives and volunteers - bookclubs, events, street
food cooking and co-operation with food security
projects on community gardening, as well as active lobbying and participation to public policy-making.
Active public relations through public-oriented events
help drive awareness of the homeless issues and lack of
funding from municipality and local government.
The project budget is based on contributions of a municipal and regional government and active fund-raising
from small donors and corporate grants.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„Domec gave me an opportunity to practice art
therapy on regular sessions with homeless people,”
Patricia, 23, university student
„Our system is not set up as a staircase where
homeless people could progress from one step to
another. We’re trying to work on all levels
of homelessness,”
Petra, 27, project coordinator
„In our work, what I like, is we care about the individual approach to clients despite all the obstacles,”
Adriana, 45, social worker
„Thanks to Domec I have a job, an accommodation
and can pay my rent. I’ve passed through all forms of
their work from street work, integration centre and
I’m working at the café now,”
Slavo, 34, waiter

Beneficiaries of the project:
Homeless people.
Clientele includes 18-30 year olds, mostly with addictions to alcohol and drugs, mental health issues and
from orphanages.
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COMMUNITY ON THE WAY
TO PROSPERITY

www.etp.sk/projekty/komunita-na-ceste-k-prosperite
www.schopnedeti.sk

The project contributes to social integration and inclusion of Roma children from socially disadvantaged areas and at lowering social and economic differences between the major society and Roma minority.
The aim of the project was to achieve the inner revival
of children and youth from risk groups via improved and
developed social services and training in community
centers and school establishments in 10 towns in 2 Slovak regions. The staff of community centers reinforced
children and youth motivation in order to complete
school attendance and continue study at secondary
schools.
Educators, tuomoting Integration, Tolerance and Awareness Program in Georgia
tors and menTA) funded by the United States Agency for International
evelopment (USAID), is being implemented in Georgia by
tors served
ited Nations Association of Georgia (UNAG).
daily to hundreds of clients in community centers, which were established in
cooperation with local municipality.
No child, who attended clubs in community centers,
was placed in a special school.
Project results:.
- 7754 children and young people have the access to
quality social service
- 10 community centers were equipped with teaching
aids used for educational courses,
- 100% of pupils enrolled in the courses Finance training
and Health education completed with a certificate.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„We must grow in children the desire to learn, but
also to have their views and to be able to express it.”
Mgr. Lukáš Bužo, Head of Community Centre in
Stará Ľubovňa

In 2016, the foundation started an online mentoring
project Gifted children. It´s goal is to support Roma children living in excluded communities through mentoring, online mentoring and experiential learning, and to
inspire them to learn, shape a vision of their future and
have a positive impact on the community.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Roma minority – adults and children
Project promoter:
ETP Slovakia
Place:
Košice
More information:
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QUALITY SOCIAL
SERVICE FOR FAMILIES
WITH CHILDREN UNDER
THE RISK OF SOCIAL
EXCLUSION IN RAJEC
REGION
The House of G. B. Moll – establishment for emergency housing has
been operating since 1998. The
important asset for the clients and
activities in this establishment was
further training of staff, which brought
new therapies, skills in guidance, activities with children,
strengthening relations between mothers and children.
Another important activity was that the help line was
opened also for free calls from mobiles networks.
In frame of public sensitizing in the issue of domestic
violence, promotional materials were published. The
campaign „Domestic violence hurts everybody” was
organized for 1 year (interactive presentations for students, beneficial concerts).

Project promoter:
Yes For Life, NGO
Place:
Rajecké Teplice
More information:
www.anoprezivot.sk

WHAT PEOPLE SAY

When realizing our activities, we always tried to use
new approaches and we invested a lot of effort into development of services for our target groups. One of the
top activities is providing employment for health and
socially handicapped people. The main aspect of these
entrepreneurship activities is to start a positive change.
The biggest change is increased active participation of
our target group.

„We had the opportunity to see how the help line
works and is operated in the organisation abroad
which motivated us to make changes at our work
place in order to improve our services,“
Marta Repková, social advisor Ano pre život, n. o.
„Education helped me to understand the soul of
man, be more sensitive towards the problems of
our clients as well as the problems they face,“
Mariana Hudecová, social advisor Áno pre život, n. o.

We communicated intensively with local municipalities in Rajec region, when searching for solutions of
family crisis situations, we provided them with promo
materials. The employees of municipality participated
in study visit, where we visited partner organizations
and learned a lot of new things, which we tried to apply
afterwards.

„Thanks to the project one things was confirmed –
creation of job opportunities for our clients makes
sense. The work helps them in the process of social
inclusion and at the same time it removes
public prejudice,“
Darina Verešová, project manager Áno pre život, n. o.

During the project the volunteers assisted with children
with free time activities and homework. They committed 465 hours of work.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Children and youth
Families in crisis
Citizens in unfavorable social/life situations
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OUR REFUGEES – SUN IN THE
HAND
People leaving their country and their loved ones flee from persecution, repression and violence
that prevents them from living a full life in their own country.”

The project focuses at young refugees, without their
parents company and the closest family in Slovakia.
They stay in an orphanage in the central Slovakia.
These are children who have overcame traumatizing
experience in the country of origin, dangerous journey
through different countries. Above all, their situation is
complicated due to language barrier, lack of financial resources, lack of information and permanent threat from
smuggling groups.

Place:
Bratislava
More information:
www.nasiutecenci.sk

The aim of the project is – via workshops, social and psychological intervention and guidance – to contribute to
better provision of information, their ability to handle
crisis situations, better adaptability to a new environment and creation of positive relations. The project also
aims to motivate more active participation of orphanage employees, which influence, to a great extent, not
only integration, but also decision making and behavior
of young refugees.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„… we inform the public about our activities, provide
information, that also refugees, who deserve
respect and attention, live among us. We
visit schools, where we give lectures about refugees
and talk with students about positive and negative
aspects of life, which they face every day.”
Newsletter 11/2012
„Cultural diversity is enriching. Thanks interpenetration of cultures in human history, new values have
originated and human society has moved forward.
The most advanced countries in the world today are
multicultural countries in which cultural elements
complement each another. “
„ People leaving their country and their loved ones
flee from persecution, repression and violence that
prevents them from living a full life in their own
country.”

Beneficiaries of the project:
Young refugees
Project promoter:
Slovak Humanitarian Council - a voluntary centre of
humanitarian and charity organizations, civic associations and foundations working in social area. These organizations provide assistance and help, services, care,
guidance activities and organize various activities
focused at socially disadvantaged and handicapped
people. SHC Council executes managerial, methodological, coordination and information service for voluntary organizations, which are umbrelled by this organization.
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[FJUZN]
[fjuzn] is a festival of new minorities that offers
visitors a unique opportunity to experience life
and culture of foreigners living in Slovakia.
[fjuzn] is a phonetic transcription of ‘fusion’, a term
which stands for a mix of different music styles or
for adding Asian spices to European meals. [fjuzn]
is the most exotic multicultural festival in Slovakia. It is held annually in Bratislava and in 2016 it
celebrated its 11th anniversary.
The festival’s aim is to bring together people of diverse cultures, to raise awareness about new minorities in Slovakia, to present the life of foreigners and
sensitize the issues of migration and multiculturalism.
In the early years, the festival was called the Week of
New Minorities. Initially it was a chamber music event,
which continuously grew, until it became a small city
festival, which is now a regular spring cultural event of
Slovakia´s capital. Its vision is to combine - people, ideas, projects.
During the festival variety of activities for different target groups are organized: concerts, workshops, discussions, performances, movies, market, exhibitions, etc.
In 2016, the theme of the festival was motion - as a synonym of migration, movement as a reflection of a constantly changing world.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„Bratislava has always been a multicultural city.
Among the Slovak tows, it is probably the most
tolerant one. However, it does not mean that the life
of minorities and foreigners is without problems. I
think that one of the biggest problems of minorities
is their invisibility... As if we lose empathy, solidarity
and cohesion and attitudes of our society towards
minorities are more and more negative. To change
this, we need to speak about minorities, but also,
speak with them.”
Laco Oravec, Programme Director

Beneficiaries of the project:
General public, students, minorities and migrants living
in Slovakia, refugees
Project promoter:
Milan Simecka Foundation is one of the oldest NGOs
in Slovakia. Since its establishment in 1991, it has been
focusing on human rights education, capacity building
of democratic institutions and minority issues. Currently, major areas of work include multicultural education, Roma issues and Holocaust research and education.
Place:
Bratislava
More information:
www.fjuzn.sk
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NOTA BENE
It is estimated that there are
about 10,000 - 15,000 homeless people living in Slovakia.
The association Proti prúdu
(Against the Flow) helps
homeless people integrate
into the society and raise
awareness about homelessness since 2001.
The association issues a monthly street magazine Nota
bene, which is sold by 350 vendors in 18 towns in Slovakia. Sale of the magazine gives them a possibility to get
an income, self-esteem, social contacts and to develop
working habits.

ters are selected vendors of Nota bene streetpaper.
They wear easily recognizable uniforms. The luggage
porter job helps twice. It helps passengers with heavy
luggage overcome the obstacles (long stairs with no lift
and escalators) and Nota bene vendors gain personally
enriching employment and chance to repay their debts
and help others.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Homeless people, general public
Project promoter:
Proti prúdu (Against the Flow)

The magazine raises awareness of the public about
homelessness and focuses on social and societal challenges out of interest of conventional media. It directly
involves homeless people in shaping the magazine.
Since 2016, along with the magazine, books written
by vendors are offered as additional products. They include fairy tales, photo books, stories, all of them being
related to homelessness. They help to change the clichés of homeless people.
Support of homeless people includes also counselling,
access to computers, internet and telephone, correspondence address, contribution to cover medicaments, or pro bono lawyer assistance.

Place:
Bratislava and 17 other towns in Slovakia
More information:
www.notabene.sk

The new project of the association – The luggage porters
- enables to offer a job to 10 homeless people, takes place
at Bratislava central railway station. The luggage por
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ONE STEP AHEAD
The goal of the programme KROK VPRED (One step
ahead) is to reduce a risks of injecting drug use and work
in sex work. It efficiently fulfills the gap between primary and tertiary care about client. The contact workers work with active injection drug users and persons
working in sex business. The aims of the program are:
- to reduce health and social risks of intravenous drug
users via mobile terrain social work,
- to reduce the number of repeating used and shared
injections via distribution of sterile injections and other sanitary material so to eliminate the risk of blood
transfer disease among the users,
- to increase life quality of clients via social assistance
and guidance,
- to minimalize the number of unprotected sexual inter
course of drug users and persons working in sex business and so to decrease the risk of sexually transmitted disease,
- to train new contact workers in order to secure conti
nuity in terrain work,
- to increase qualification and motivation of contact
workers via regular training, self-study and supervision.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„Our work is based on the philosophy of harm reduction, which aim is not to convince clients about
full abstinence, but to teach them to behave responsibly towards themselves, their loved ones and their
environment. It is so-called public health protection
and reducing the number of free infectious syringes.
Collection of used syringes is a way, how to avoid
the risk of blood-borne diseases, such as hepatitis
B and C, HIV.”

A part of the project is a magazine STORMík - which
brings information about times, places and possibilities
of services as well as articles on health, drugs and law.
Clients can directly contribute their own stories, poems
or drawings. Alternatively, they participate in the selection of current topics for future issues of the magazine.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Drug users, persons working in sex business, public
Project promoter:
STORM
Place:
Nitra, Sereď, Trnava
More information:
www.zdruzeniestorm.sk
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RADNIČKA
The project of the association Inklúzia aims at supporting integration of people with mental disabilities on the
labour market. The project helped to creat a sheltered
workshop Radnička, a cafe in the old town of Bratislava,
which provides a stable and meaningful work for people with disabilities. Radnička serves a café, there were
organized workshops employers and companies, presentation of new activities, new products production
programs. Radnička offers employment to six waitors
with disabilities, who have received a special training
and support to be able to develop their cereers and support their active participation in the society.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„Our main mission is to help people with disabilities
to live in the community, so that they could come to
work every day and find their place not only in sheltered workshops, but also in the open labor market.
We want to present examples of good practice.”
Viera Záhorcová, statutory

Radnička is a favourite place for organisation of press
conferences, presentations, workshops, various events
and cultural programs. It also offers catering for small
receptions, refreshments during conferences, seminars
and other events.
Once a year, Radnička market opens a space for presentation and sale of products of sheltered workshops and
social service facilities on a square of the Old Town Hall.
Visitors can see and buy handmade products made of
clay, metal, paper, textiles, ceramics and wire created by
disabilities, and taste cakes from workshops providing
catering and cafeteria services. The professional jury assess their products and services, the best producers are
awarded at the final ceremony. The aim of the market
is make visible the work and activities of persons with
disabilities and motivate employers and companies to
take advantage of the opportunity to give employment
to disabled people
Beneficiaries of the project:
Disadvantaged groups in the labor market, especially
people with mental disabilities
Project promoter:
Inklúzia (Inclusion)
Place:
Bratislava
More information:
www.inkluzia.sk
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LOW-TRESHOLD
PROGRAMME

Project promoter:
Mládež ulice (Street Youth) is a civic association more
than 12 years dedicated to working with children and
young people in their natural environment through
low-threshold activies, mainly in disadvantaged parts
of the capital city.

The Street Youth provides services through outreach
work directly in the socially disadvantaged areas and
also in low-threshold clubs.
Activities include:
- leisure activities: sports, games, workshops, trips, competitions, etc. These activities serve as a means of creating and building relationships with clients and open the
way to effective assistance and quality contact work.
-social services: social counseling, crisis intervention
and situational, career counseling, social assistance, distribution to other professionals
- assistance with homeworks, educational training skills
- preschool education: working with mothers and children under 6 years
- developing life and social skills
- specific prevention programs
Through the projects in diffrerent locations, the association creates a safe space for leisure and offers help
and support for coping with everyday situations. It offers leisure activities (social and group games, creative
workshops, sports activities, books, movies, ping-pong,
table football ...), social support (social counseling, situational intervention, distribution to other professionals,
career counseling), tutoring, social skills development
and specific prevention programs with an emphasis on
individuality and needs of each child. The goal is to improve the quality of life of children and young people
and create an environment for development of their
ideas and dreams.

Place:
Bratislava
More information:
www.mladezulice.sk

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
„We see the uniqueness, we support changes, we
accompany throughout life and help to grow - these
are the cornerstones of our work, which we rely on
every day”.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Children and young peoplen from socailly disadvanteged environment in Bratislava, families and community
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10 MINIMISING NATIONAL
INEQUITIES AND SUPPORT
OF SOCIAL INCLUSION
VIA PRIMARY SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES

Other
O
project activities aimed
at
a limiting national inequity
and
a
support of social inclusion.
They consisted of various
s
extra-curricular
activities with
e
support
of community and
s
citizens
from the region. These
c
activities
reinforce social and
a
economic
cohesion at regioe
nal
n and local level, and specifically
c
in relation to the Roma
population:
p
- environment: the goal of these activities was to lead
students and parents to protection of the environment, elimination of illegal dumping and restoring
vegetation in the neighborhood, as well as to set up an
eco-classroom in the school park
- culture and sport: activities with pupils and parents to
strengthen social inclusion and presentation of minority cultures, mainly Ruthenian and Roma festival,
- gastronomy: presentation and preparation of typical
Roma and Ruthenian cousine.

The
h project was implemented
l
d by
b the
h Primary school in
Kružlová and in surrounding villages - Kapišová, Dlhoňa
and Vápeník in 2014-2016. The main project activity
was including facts about Roma into the school curricula as a part of inclusive education. Teacher training in
this area, as a part of the project, was implemented in
cooperation with the State Pedagogical Institute.

Beneficiaries of the project:
Pupils and teachers at primary school, parents, community members, Roma minority
Project promoter:
Primary school Kružlová
Place:
Kružlová
More information:
www.zskruzlova.edupage.org/text8
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NEW VOLUNTEERS
New volunteers is a project created by Down Lleida
in 2007 to promote volunteerism among people with
Down syndrome and/or intellectual disability. The
project changes the traditional concept of volunteerism
in the field of disability, where the people themselves
with Down syndrome or intellectual disabilities perform voluntary action for the benefit of the community,
becoming young social entrepreneurs and helping social and cultural entities.
Project phases:
- Willingness to participate: Down Lleida
youth express their interest in the volunteering activity.
- Training: Down Lleida
intellectual stimulation
is used to address the
issue of volunteering.
Some young people
have participated in specific courses of volunteering through the Catalan Federation of Social Volunteering.
- Programming: Leisure coach contacts organisations
to find places for volunteers and offers them to the
young people who can choose according to their preferences and qualifications for the task determined.
- Implementation: Down Lleida youngsters and the volunteers from the entity perform the activity together
as equals.
- Evaluation: the participants undergo evaluation procedure at the end of the project.
The innovative character of the projects allows people
with Down syndrome or intellectual disability to be involved in volunteering activities
in order to seek social inclusion.
In 2007, Down Lleida implemented a broader project,
in which the direct beneficiaries were not only young
people from the association, but boys and girls with
Down syndrome and other intellectual disabilities, who
performed voluntary actions and activities in other entities, associations, etc. in the city. This initiative began to
move forward reinforced by the good results obtained
in the socio-employment project in which part of the
members of this group participated.

Beneficiaries
of the project:
Be
Young
people with Down synY
Yo
drome
or intellectual disabilidr
ties
t e who want to be volunteers.
ti
Project
promoter:
Pr
Down
Lleida Association
D
Place:
P
Lleida
L
More information:
www.downlleida.org/es/inicio/que¬hacemos/
ocio-y-voluntariado/nuevos¬voluntarios

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The first day I felt something I had never felt
before and decided I wanted to repeat. For me,
volunteering is enjoying and sharing moments
with them and see that, together, we are like any
other gang of friends”.
Iris Limones,volunteer
“Equality, as if stereotypes are melted to enjoy
every second. This is a small fragment of one of
many feelings, sensations and things you learn,
it is not easy to express in simple words, what
makes volunteering so distinctive and
meaningful. I have a physical disability and have
been educated in a “normality”
and now, for the first time doing volunteering,
I have seen that this is really true”.
Eric Solanes, volunteer
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BASKET BEAT
Created in 2009 and constituted as an association in 2015,
Basket Beat is a methodology created by Josep María Aragay (social educator and music therapist) which uses the
basketball ball, body, and game in order to permit the access for disfavoured groups to quality artistic experiences
and life skills training with a critical, political, activist and
professional view of social transformation.
Basket Beat has also a form of an artistic project on tour:
the Big Band Beat Basket Barcelona, with a singular professional orchestra engine whose rhythm and sound are
generated by basketballs and where collective paths
merge vulnerable and professional artists.
Currently, the project works regularly with the Department of Justice of the Generalitat de Catalunya and the
city of Hospitalet; Ateneu Sant Roc, the Camí Nou Foundation; Circus School Ateneu 9 Barris; Somnis the foundation Sea and Xamfrà project (among others); institutes
and schools Prat 1 Mestre Morera, Miquel Tarradell,
Manuel de Montsuar, etc. In short, more than 13 weekly
workshops that are regularly attended by nearly two hundred participants.
In the same way, the project is positioned in the academic
domain, in a research group of the Faculty Pere Tarres
Ramón Llull University; being collaborators of the Masters of Art and Music Therapy Mediation of University

off Barcelona;
as wellll as teachers
B
l
h off social
i l races Paris-Est
P i E
Créteil Val-de-Marne University (France) and Nordhausen (Germany).
The association regularly participates in conferences
such as the “Fourth Conference on Social Inclusion
and Education in the Performing Arts” in Madrid; the
“VI National Congress of Social Education” in Valencia;
the “XIX Latin American Seminar on Music Education”
in Montevideo; the “ISME 2014 World Conference on
Music Education “in Porto Alegre; or the “International
Community Arts Festival” in Rotterdam or Mexe; 2015:
International Art III Encontro e Comunidade in Porto.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Disadvantaged groups, mainly young people
Project promoter:
Basket Beat Asociation, created by the social educator
Josep María Aragay.
Place:
Barcelona
More information:
www. www.basketbeat.org

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“In those few hours I smiled as a child creating
sounds that were recorded in my heart [...] Every
bounce ball remembered my childhood and
adolescence.”
Melissa Villegas, a psychologist and actress in
“Paths of Hope Association Mothers of the Candelaria” in Medellín.
“Participants learn to focus, strengthen their
senses and their coordination, experience their
body awareness, [...] develop their
creative potential and stimulate their memory.”
Michelle Fisher, head of “Project Youth of the
Diocese” in Quibdó.
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TANDEM

nifi
n cantly, especially in terms of
self-esteem,
motivation and relas
tionship
skills. 95% of the project
t
participants
are pleased about the
p
support
and 90% of families think
s
the
t accompaniment has been positive
it for their child.
The
T general objective is twofold:
firstly, to encourage social volunteerism
among college students so
te
they
th can get involved in the associative
tiv acting against inequalities and
positively
influence their personal
po
and
an professional training and, in
parallel,
accompany by a comprepa
hensive
manner in the education of
hen
children
and youth (in difficulty),
chi
making
them participants in their
ma
own education (not only as beneficiaries), focusing especially on their problematic background, both improving equal educational and social
opportunities.

The Ayuntamiento of Santa Co-loma and the organization of so-cial volunteering university AFEV,
with the foundership from the
Diputación of Barcelona and the
Consejo Comarcal Barcelonès,
have launched an innovating
project of socioeducative mentorship called ‘En Tàndem’, which
targets young people from compulsory secondary education in
risk of scholar failure.
The initiative has started as a
pilot test in Santa Coloma and
Badalona and is based on the
motivational accompaniment
for 10 vulnerable youngsters of the city, by 10 volunteers from the AFEV, which are students of the Facultad
de Educación of the Universidad de Barcelona. The
youngsters from Santa Coloma have been selected by
psychopedagogists of the institutes La Bastida and Torrent de les Bruixes and they are been supervised during
all the process by the educational and social services of
the Ayuntamiento. EnTàndem is a project of socioeducative mentorship, that puts together a university student (mentor) and a child or a youngster in the risk of
social exclusion or which is going through a difficult situation (social and/or, personal) in the context of non-formal education. During two hours a week, throughout all
the school year, the student (mentor) accompanies the
youngster in the key moments of his/her educational
path in order to stimulate the capacities, autonomy,
personal trust, self-esteem and motivate these young
people to further their studies.”
The innovative aspect of the projects lays in the support
and help provided by students to young people at risk
which take place both in the familiar circle and outside of it.
Innovative is also the methodology of this exchange,
which is completed through the service-learning to promote the exchange between the community and the
volunteers. The service-learning is an educational proposal that combines learning processes and community
service in a single project in which the people involved
are formed to work on real needs of the environment
with the aim of improving it.
According to the survey, 91% of the project participants have improved and nearly 75% have done so sig-

Beneficiaries of the project:
Youngsters from compulsory secondary education in
risk of scholar failure
Project promoter:
Ayuntamiento of Santa Coloma and the organization
of social volunteering university AFEV
Place:
Barcelona
More information:
www.gramenet.cat/es/scinfo/mas-info/article/
en¬marxa-un-projecte-innovador-de-mentoriaadrecat-a-joves-en-risc-de-fracas-escolar www.
afevbarcelona.wix.com/afevbarcelona#!proje ctes

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“EnTàndem creates social links that awake
concern and paths to get the inclusion of young
girls and boys from the neighbourhoods”.
Noemí Rocabert, School Director
of Mestre Morera
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SUITED IN DEPTH
The Universidad de Alicante continuisly focuses on integration through sport as is seen in the “Adaptados en profundidad” project, a diving project adapted for disabled
young people in the province, based on scuba diving. Underwater section of the University of Alicante (ASUA),
is the promoter of this initiative that allowed 25 young
people with mental disabilities to benefit from this experience.
The initial phase of the project was carried out for four
months by ASUA hand diving instructors. The first sessions took place in the pool at the University of Alicante.
The activity aimed to establish itself as a continuing

collaboration
the U
University
Alicante,
ll b ti with
ith ASUA and
d th
i
it off Ali
t
the 2nd training course for divers and specialized instructors in Adapted Diving in the province of Alicante, with
the participation of twenty people between divers and instructors. Later, ASUA organized the first day of Adapted
Diving with a group of more than 15 young visually impaired from the organization ONCE. In November 2013,
the first contact between ASUA and those responsible for UPAPSA took place, from which
has emerged this initial collaboration program.
Beneficiaries of the project:
25
2 youngsters with psychical disability
Project
promoter:
P
The
Department of Underwater Activities
T
from
the University of Alicante
f
Place:
P
Alicante
A
More information:
http://web.ua.es/es/actuali-dad¬univer-sitaria
/2014/octubre2014/octubre2014-20-26/la-ualanza-adaptados-en-profundidad¬una-iniciativa-debuceo-adaptado-para-jovenes-discapacitados.html

program of Diving Adapted in order to integrate different
groups of disabled people in the province of Alicante. During the 2014-2015 campaign, the activity prolonged until
June, the period initially defined from November to February, saw the possibility of been expanded for 4 months by
increasing the number of sessions.
In 2016, the organization has increased its activity, surpassing the number of beneficiaries from the previous
year. They are currently working with 7 associations
linked to UPAPSA, and in total they have scheduled 18
sessions of adapted diving which will benefit more than
50 people with intellectual disabilities.
Similarly, the organization has been preparing a parallel
activity for the summer to transfer the activity from the
pool to the sea. They have currently being negotiating
with the city of Alicante in order to obtain the necessary
means for the implementation of the project.
The project is linked to previous actions implemented by
ASUA and the Federation of Underwater Activities of Valencia (F.A.S.C.V.). In July 2013, the FASCV organized in

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The main objective of the project, according to
the instructor and coordinator of ASUA , Enrique
Díaz, is “that the youngsters discover an activity
which, with little adaptations, can be
accesible to any person independently from his/
her condition”.
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LA FINESTRA INCLUSIVA
“Finestra Inclusiva” is a socio-educational intervention
in which the Social Circus youth at risk of exclusion and
people with intellectual disabilities have created a circus show. The circus has served as a tool for strengthening personal and social skills that contribute to personal
development. The project involved 4 associations: Alter Valencia, Cambra Association, Acollida-Iniciatives
Solidàries, Alanna-Day Centre Malvarrosa. Each partnership created a group of young people with different
profiles who received basic training in circus skills, and
then they created individual, pair and group shows. The
show was presented in March 2014 at the Teatro Escalante. The project continued with two transnational

initiative,
Naples
Valencia
i iti ti the
th association
i ti off N
l ttravelled
ll d tto V
l
i
to participate in workshops and other activities during
the Circus Festival that was held during the festival of
Valencia neighborhood of Patraix.
Beneficiaries
of the project:
B
15
1 young people from 5 associations of groups at risk
of
o social exclusion (former prisoners, Romanies, former
m drug addicts, disabled and refugee children)
Project
promoter:
P
La
L Finestra Nou Circ.
Place:
P
Valencia
V
More
information:
M
www.lafinestranoucirc.com/proyectos.html
w

exchanges with the Compagnia Elefanti, a partner organization of the project, which organized a joint show
of young people from Valencia and Naples in July and
October 2014. The project La Finestra Nou Circ introduced
the social circus as a working tool in the social field and
youth in Valencia.
In the first part of this initiative, 20 different artists
taught circus skills sessions to fifty people from associations of people at risk of exclusion: Alter Valencia,
Solidàries Initiatives, La Cambra Association and Alanna Association.
After the Fallas festival, the association made a selection between 12 and 15 participants in the project to
travel to Naples, where a similar association made a
joint show with Alter Valencia at a festival.
Subsequently, in October 2014, the third phase of the

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“This is the circus that gives them an opportunity
to express their cultural interests, grow emotionally and develop their skills”
Cesar García, president of the La Finestra
Nou Circ association
“The fantasy literature is very appealing for kids
between 13 and 14 years. But the best of this
proposal is that it has managed to add a
touch of magic and humor, making teens find
many elements of enjoyment in every scene. “
Vicent Vila, director of Centre Teatral Escalante
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LORCA LIBRE
The Lorca Libre project took place in Lorca, where for 17
months (May 2014 -September 2015) 6 Institutes of Lorca (30 lessons Institute) and young people from different
social backgrounds worked together to sensitize on the
subject of the invisible racism. The institutes encouraged
these young people to share their concerns and views
with other young people “different” from them. Common spaces were created, where they could learn together and leave behind prejudices and urban ghettos where
they were hiding so far. They were motivated and taught
to actively participate in the society and get rid of any kind
of violence. Together, they did activities, made decisions
and planned outreach activities for other young people.
The project had several stages – first, the real problem of
the invisible racism among young people was analysed,
definitions and methods to combat these forms of violence identified. Then, the young people were trained to
learn about the invisible racism and different methodologies, based on principles of non-formal education so that
they could conduct workshops in 5 schools.
During summer months, 150 young people participated
in 3 meetings, where they learnt more about racism and
other everyday issues that concern young people. At the
end, spaces free from racism within the institutes of Lorca
were created.

The
Th innovative
i
i aspect off the
h project
j represents the
h traini
ing of young people about the “invisible” racism and making them trainers of other young people from social environments with greater risks of exclusion.
The project involved young people from institutes of Lorca from different social environments and experts on the
issue of the prevention of racism.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Young people from the Institutes of Lorca and different
social environments (ethnic minorities, immigrants,
Spanish, etc.)
Project promoter:
Cazalla Intercultural
Place:
Murcia
More information:
www.cazalla-intercultural.org

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“Thanks to this experience and to the various
activities of coexistence and training in which
youngsters and educators have participate,
it has been posible to work on the elimination
of prejudices and to highlight the
diferences in a positive manner.”
Francisco Sánchez, General Director of Juventud,
Comunidad Autónoma de la región de Murcia
“...from the Comunidad Autónoma we work
jointly with the ayuntamientos, associations and
social organizations to promote positive
values within youth and encourage a more important social participation, as the “Lorca Libre”
iniciative which has just finish”.
Francisco Sánchez, general director of Juventud,
Comunidad Autónoma of the region of Murcia
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NOS, WHY NOT?
The two main problems of people with intellectual disabilities are the empowerment of the individuals and
their visibility in the society. Photography is great to
fight for them, because they are the authors and protagonists; and society can see the results in their photos
or watching them work. If we add to this the use of social networks, in a spirit of collaboration and sharing, it
also provides great strength. All this affects their self-es-

Fernando photographing, photographer: Rafa Nuca

three blind people. They are distributed in several cities in Spain. We travelled to Nord-Odal (Norway), to
present our project and help to create a group of photographers with intellectual disabilities, Moro Photo,
with which we collaborate. We also have important
contacts with other countries, with which we started
our international expansion.
The activities of the project focus on highlighting the
performance of individual or group reports, corporate
portraits, own products as guides for people with intellectual disabilities, photography workshops in children’s schools and universities, performances, exhibitions like the one held throughout Spain in collaboration
with FNAC, etc. To realize this project, we collaborate
with 12 volunteers, mostly professional photographers.
The project has created the first agency of photographers with intellectual disabilities in the world. From
“Nos, Why Not?”, we have studied the methods of blind
photographers, and have devised a method to “feel”
colors.

Penido”: portrait photographer Diego Carro (under 30 years)

teem and increase their quality of life. The changes that
these people have undergone, thanks to photography,
are very beneficial. Other benefits obtained by our photographers are the realization of a creative activity, the
introduction in the world of culture, implementation of
projects promoting entrepreneurship.
Nos, Why Not? has shown that people with intellectual
disabilities can be professional-quality photographers
that are passionate about their training and activity, and
that exercise gives them the great benefits mentioned
above. Our vision is to create an international network
of photographers with intellectual disabilities, collaborate, conduct reports and other photographic works,
achieving social and labor inclusion. To achieve this we
collaborate in a network platform, which is a meeting
place for photographers with disabilities and society,
where inspiration is found to build partnerships to create real value for society.

Rosa was born blind and has never seen colors. This
method relates the sensations we feel when we see a
color, with the sensations we feel when we hear some
music. There is a study by Professor Stephen E. Palmer,
from the University of Berkeley, which relates colors
with music. Assign a basic color to a song, for example white is “Imagine” by John Lennon, red is AC/DC...
Thus Rosa has begun to “discover” the world. Now she
chooses a serious day dresses of “Imagine” and go to a
party dresses “AC/DCc”. Thanks to photography she
also thinks of the shadows on the landscape, and now
she knows that water from puddles reflects the sky.

The project involves more than 100 people, including
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Place:
La Coruña

Since 2011, the project has managed to expand to different cities of Spain. It collaborates with associations
of people with intellectual disabilities in A Coruña, in
several cities in Galicia, Madrid, Sabadell, Terrassa and
Barcelona. We have now started our international expansion, beginning to collaborate with other countries.

More information:
http://noswhynot.org
Facebook/NwnPhoto
Twitter: @noswhynot
Instagram/NwnPhoto
YouTube/NwnPhoto

One of the main features of “Nos, Why Not?” is
accompanying disabled photographers for an indefinite
period, we can say that this implies continuous training.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY

A partner organisation of the project, the Aral Center
Sabadell, is responsible for counseling, psychological
assessment and intervention, educational, speech and
psychiatric therapy for children and young people with
intellectual disabilities. This organization highlights the
importance of youth work: “Photography focused on
young people is great because they acquire a wonderful hobby, absorb more art, and many of the benefits
offered by photography, for example using the analysis
solving situations, working social relationships, expand
their social circle... these are very useful benefits for labor inclusion”.

“My reasons for founding “Nos, Why Not?”
¿ We can find them reflected in a 1776 text of
“The United States Declaration of Independence”; it reads “that all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty and pursuit of happiness “
“Why not bet for more creativity? 2 years ago
when we had not yet started
the project, none of them imagined that they
would come to a photographic reportage, and
there they are. Bet on them is more than just
make one month making photocopies,
or repetitive work. People with intellectual
disabilities can surprise us, we foster creativity”.
Felipe Alonso, creator of the agency
of photographers with intellectual disabilities
“Nos, Why Not?”

Beneficiaries of the project:
People with intellectual disabilities, among which
some are also visual impaired
Project promoter:
“Nos, Why Not?”; An agency of photographers with
intellectual disabilities, created by Felipe Alonso, photojournalist.
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IBILKI
Ibilki is an inclusive mountaineering project that innovates by bringing together mountaineering literature, sports, painting and social inclusion. The project
includes activities in the natural environment, to facilitate access (with all the guarantees of security) to
people who wish to enjoy the countryside and mountains. It promotes a healthy and inclusive way of life
where people develop social and cooperative values.
Its goal is to eliminate all physical barriers for people
with disabilities for access to the natural environment, promoting healthy new interests and hobbies,
living new experiences and interacting directly with
the natural environment. As well as the awareness to
issues of social inclusion related to different groups of
people.

Place:
Guecho, (Biscay) Basque Provinces
More information:
www.ibilkibidaiak.wix.com

Inclusive mountaineering association IBILKI has won
the 1st Competition of sustainable local initiatives
that contribute to sustainable development. The contest, promoted by UNESCO Etxea with the support
of the Basque Agency for Cooperation for Development, rewards the best project that from the local level contributes to the new World Sustainable Development Agenda 2030.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“We promote a healthy and inclusive way of life
in which people develop social and cooperative
values.”
“Ibilki contributes to the
development of health and wellbeing
of people as well as reducing
inequality between them.”
Team Ibilki mountain guides

With their work, Ibilki contributes to Objective 3 of
Health and Welfare and Objective 10 of Reduction of
Inequalities. For these reasons, and after a phase of
popular vote via the competition´s website, Etxea, the
expert jury appointed by UNESCO, has determined
that this initiative is the best among the participants
in the contest. The jury was composed of people recognized in the field of sustainability, communication,
gender equality, environment and education.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Groups of homeless, immigrants and people with
disabilities
Project promoter:
Ibilki/ Walking is a nonprofit organization formed by
qualified mountain guides offering cultural and social
integration in the mountain.
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MOUNTAINEERS WITHOUT
BARRIERS

ties
have b
been iintegrated,
tie h
ti
t
t d
developing
an innovative
d
preparation
that will mark a
p
reference
in this area.
r
For
the development of
F
the
t annual program of activities,
the club divides in a
t
group
of Social Action and
g
a group of High Mountain.
Mountain These activities rebound
in more than 100 children and families besides the
sportsmen that increasingly join the mountain team.

The project Mountaineers without Barriers started seven
years ago in the sports and social field, promoting through
its activities in mountains and natural environment the social inclusion of athletes with different physical, sensory
and intellectual abilities as well as specific and continuous
training guides, volunteers and athletes related to these
capabilities in addition to an annual program of activities
for children with or without disabilities and their families.
In order to develop the project, an annual program of
activities aimed at two groups is performed, depending
on the possibilities of children, fulfilling the premise of
“MOUNTAIN AND ACTIVITIES FOR ALL”. Social action group is formed by athletes of all ages and abilities,
and our volunteer guides. Multidisciplinary activities of
this group are characterized by being very accessible to
any participant, including visits to interpretation centers,
workshops, climbing, mycological, camping, or simple
trekking, games, etc.
These activities are always made in touch with nature,
as well as training courses in “cognitive performance and
protocols” and technical guidance of athletes in natural
environment, they are part of the content of its annual
plan. High Mountain team, consisting of tour guides, is
formed by volunteers as well as mountain climbers with
different physical, sensory and intellectual abilities.
The project includes a comprehensive program of training and physical preparation that allows mountaineering
activities on recognized national and international level.

Project promoter:
Sporting Club Mountainers without Barriers
Place:
Guadarrama, Madrid
More information:
www.montanerossinbarreras.es

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
“The Montañeros Sin Barreras project supposed, 8 years ago, the beginning. It is an integrative project, a project with which we intend to
bring the world of mountain and nature to all
kind of individuals with disability, whether this
are sensory, intellectual, physical; especially to
children. We intend to reach this integration
making activities with them. I also created a high
mountain team, and since a year and a half
ago we already fulfilled the objective, which is
nothing else than the inclusion. For this goal,
more than 15 disabled sportsmen have climbed
McKinley, Aconcagua, Cho Oyu, Elbrus, Naranjo
de Bulnes, Aguille du Midi… For example, I will
start soon doing high mountain activities as
another alpinist, independent”.
Miguel Ángel Gavilán, disabled mountaineer,
founder of the non-profit association
Montañeros sin Barreras

Beneficiaries of the project:
People with disabilities. Likewise, and for two years
two young alpinists with different intellectual capaci-
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10 WITH INCLUSIVE
SCIENCE
The main objective that this project
was to bring to educative reality
an unique inclusive experience in
Comunidad Autónoma. This activity consisted of organization of
scientific experiments of crystallography with students from an
educative center of special education joined with students from an
ordinary educational center and directed by university students. The
main objectives are following:
- Tocontributetothelearningofstudents with disabilities, through the approach of scientific concepts and processes of practice and experiential way,
- Influence the inclusion of people with intellectual
disabilities, as part of the Spanish society through approach of science and (dimensions of social inclusion
and rights) participating in activities with all kinds of
people,
- To provide a significant practice in the field of educational inclusion to the future teachers of the Faculty of
Education and Social Sciences of La Salle,
- To develop a pilot project that encourages creativity and contributes to methodological innovation
and exchange of experiences between professionals
from different fields,
- To demonstrate the importance and omnipresence of
different types of crystals in everyday life.
The project has involved professionals from different
centers.
The team designed and adapted experiments with the
help and advice of the coordinating teachers from different centers. They also completed the initial training
of students of the Faculty of Education and Social Sciences of La Salle with the coordinators and teachers involved and coordinated counseling activities.
The coordinators of the various centers involved have
been responsible for carrying out the activities in their
respective centers, as well as work the theoretical and
Ň students, carrying out final
practical concepts with their
two joint workshops which brought together 15 students from the Faculty of Education and Social Sciences

of La Salle, 55 students AFANIAS Center Studio 3 and
55 students of Ramón y Cajal Center.
Beneficiaries of the project:
Students with or without intelectual disability
Project promoter:
Studio 3 Afanias College, Universitary School of La
Salle, College Ramón y Cajal, with the encouragement
and funding of the Spanish Royal Society of Chemistry,
so there are several professors from the faculties of
DC Chemical of the Complutense and Autónoma de
Madrid Universities
Place:
Madrid
More information:
www.lasallecentrouniversitario.es/Comunidad/
dia-a-dia/Paginas/ProyectoConCienciaInclusiva.
aspx
https://youtu.be/R3sicZVMsqA https://youtu.be/
WpjlP49yvPc
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Project partners

Eurocircle (France)
www.eurocircle.fr

Shida Kartli Regional Development Centre (Georgia)

Giosef Italy (Italy)
www.giosef.it

Centre for Intercultural dialogue (Slovakia)
www.cidsk.eu

CEPS PROJECTES SOCIALS (Spain)
www.asceps.org
The project CLOSER was implemeted with support from the European Commission under the programme
ERASMUS+ (no: 2015-2-SK02-KA205-000608). This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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